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ABSTRACT
The use of automated grading tools to provide feedback to students is com-
mon in Computer Science education. The first step of automated grading is
to find defects in the student program. However, finding bugs in code has
never been easy. Current automated grading tools do not focus on identify-
ing defects inside student code. Instead, the most common way to determine
correctness is to compare computation results for a fixed set of test cases. It
takes time and effort to design a set of test cases that test the student code
thoroughly. In practice, the tests used for grading are often insufficient for
accurate diagnosis.
Meanwhile, automated testing tools for commercial code have been devel-
oping for some time. Using these tools, we can deliver scalable, high-quality
feedback. We believe that with some modifications, automated testing tools
for commercial code can also improve Computer Science education.
In this thesis, we present our modification and utilization of automated
testing on student assignments in an introductory programming course. We
implemented a framework to collect student codes and to apply industrial
automated testing to their codes. To enable scalable feedback generation by
the tools, we integrated I/O functions into our tool, developed an algorithm
to speed up execution through loops and implemented a cross-execution cache
for queries. We also implemented interpretation of the results of the tools in
a way that students can understand easily.
In order to provide timely feedback to students, we modified the current
state-of-the-art symbolic execution tool KLEE. Because the I/O functions are
used heavily by students, we integrated them into our tool. We implemented
a new path exploration algorithm that reduces the number of paths needed
to achieve high coverage. We have tested our Loop Reduction algorithm with
235 student-generated versions of a classroom assignment. We demonstrate
how our algorithm helps to achieve the same coverage with speedup of 11.8×
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for 117 out of the 235 programs, while adding 15% max observed and 2%
average overhead over the 50% of programs not benefiting from the technique.
The maximum speedup for a single program is 52.3×.
We also implemented a cross-execution cache for the SMT queries. We
found that the transmission and translation of query creates an overhead of
about 20% coupled with the fact that query solving time only takes about
60% of overall analysis time. We find that we can achieve a speedup of 1.5×.
We deployed our framework on eight different introductory C programming
assignments here at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for over
four years. The setup work takes a senior undergraduate student about 5-10
hours for each assignment. The results show that the automated feedback
generation framework can detect more bugs inside student programs, as well
as errors in the assignment specification, released tests, and released gold
program. We can generate helpful feedback to students that helps them to
learn from their own mistakes, and help instructors to identify misunderstood
concepts. We can also grade more thoroughly and more fairly.
We believe that automated testing tools based on symbolic execution are
the future of improving Computer Science education.
iii
In memory of Grandma. You shan’t be forgotten.
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Programming is an increasingly powerful skill in recent years. The need for
programmers in industry has been growing. Learning to program requires
practice: the more practice, the more quickly a novice programmer learns.
For novice programmers, the more practice they have, the better they learn.
However, it is not just practice that makes a great programmer. It is the
feedback that students receive in response to the practice that benefits them
the most. The sooner students receive feedback, the more effectively they
learn, as their effort is fresh in their minds. In order to provide quick and
accurate feedback, automatic tools are needed.
In this thesis, we present our findings on using symbolic execution to auto-
matically generate feedback for student programs. We developed tools based
on symbolic execution that can provide high-quality and timely feedback in a
scalable manner to both students and instructors, thus improving the quality
of Computer Science education.
It is challenging to build a good automatic feedback generation tool. In
order to support large numbers of students, automatic feedback generation
has to be quick and scalable. The feedback generated has to be easy for
students to understand. The setup work required for new assignments has
to be easy to do.
Apart from helping students learn and understand from their mistakes,
there are several other benefits that our tool provides. We can catch in-
consistent gold versions, discover bugs that were not exposed by instructor
designed tests and provide a more fair scheme for final grading.
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Table 1.1: Number of Bachelor’s Degrees in the Computer Science Area
Awarded in the U.S. and Canada Increased from 2013 to 2017
Year 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Number of Bachelor’s Degrees
Awarded in Computer Science 15087 17237 21880 25508 29587
1.1 The Number of Computer Science Students Is
Increasing
The ability to program is increasingly important in recent years, with ap-
plication in a broad range of careers. As a result, interest among university
students in learning how to program has also risen, and more people are
trying to learn programming on their own in order to gain an edge in their
careers. Fox [1] reported that at the University of California at Berkeley, the
number of students enrolled in one of their programming courses rose from
45 in Fall 2009 to 165 in Fall 2012. The Computing Research Association
(CRA)[2],[3],[4],[5],[6] conducted surveys on the number of degrees awarded
for Computer Science, Computer Engineering and Information Technology
in the United States and Canada from 2013 to 2017. The results are shown
in Table 1.1. The number of bachelor’s degrees awarded almost doubled over
these four years from 15,087 to 29,587.
1.2 Feedback Generation Has To Be Scalable
Becoming a good programmer requires both practice and feedback. The
rate at which a novice programmer makes progress depends heavily on how
much instructive feedback the programmer receives from qualified instruc-
tors. However, skilled programmers who can provide such feedback are a
limited resource.
Using modern technologies to automate the feedback generation process
can benefit both instructors and students. Fox [1] reported that by using
autograders, instructors spend more time on answering challenging questions
and providing design project reviews.
The first step of feedback generation is to determine whether the program
is correct. However, software verification by itself is a hard problem and
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not yet solved. In 2002, Newman estimated that software bugs cost $59.5
billion annually [7]. Stamat and Humphries mentioned that in 2006 over
8000 vulnerabilities were cataloged by the Computer Emergency Response
Team [8]. While producing correct programs for experienced programmers
remains a hard task, students who are novice programmers are more likely
to produce buggy code. However with limited interaction with instructors,
they have difficulty accessing their programs. If students cannot learn from
their mistakes, the value of doing their assignments is drastically reduced.
In practice, the most common way of assessing student programs is basic
input-output testing. Student programs are examined with a set of test
inputs, and the results are compared with correct outputs. Each output
correctly generated by the student program earns a certain number of points.
Students may also be given a subset of these test inputs and encouraged to
test their own programs, or be given access to a compiled version of a correct
solution.
However, it takes time and effort to design a good set of test cases. De-
signing test cases that can cover most of the possible bugs is hard, especially
for introductory-level programming classes. Novice programmers are not as
predictable as experienced programmers. The behavior of their code is more
unpredictable. Thus the task of designing test cases is never as trivial as
it sounds. For all programming assignments examined in this thesis, our
tool found unexposed bugs inside student code that were not caught by the
grading procedures developed for and used in the class.
When a program is determined to contain bugs, the next steps are to
identify and fix the bugs. Feedback to students should provide information
that helps students to understand how the program fails and what can be
done to fix the problem. Current grading procedures usually only produce
failed test cases, which provide no hint about the cause of bugs. With only
failed test cases, limited diagnostic information is provided; it is hard to tell
what actually causes the student code to fail. It takes too much human effort
to manually inspect each failed student code for bugs.
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1.3 Using Symbolic Execution to Provide Scalable,
High-Quality Feedback
To address the scalability issue of manual grading and the feedback quality
issue of instructor-provided tests, this thesis presents our findings on using
symbolic execution to determine the correctness of student programs, and
to automatically generate feedback for buggy programs. We believe that by
using symbolic execution, we can provide high-quality and timely feedback
to both students and instructors, thus improving the quality of Computer
Science education.
We have successfully applied symbolic execution to automated feedback
generation to address the issues of hidden bugs and to provide more infor-
mation about the possible cause of bugs. We also found that current symbolic
execution tools can be and should be modified to fit the need of automated
feedback generation.
We developed a framework that uses symbolic execution tools to detect
defects in student code and to provide feedback on those defects in the form
of specific examples of incorrect behavior, as well as hints about the cause of
error. Students can submit their work in progress for review by the frame-
work. Tests and hints are automatically generated for the student’s code.
Feedback is generated within about five minutes of student code submission.
By using symbolic execution, our framework actively finds bugs inside the
student code instead of relying on a set of tests prepared by the instructors.
Symbolic execution is a technique that analyzes a program to generate
test cases that cover different parts of the program. In symbolic execution,
a set of inputs is first marked as symbolic. Starting from an initial state, an
interpreter then executes instructions symbolically. The state is updated by
the effect of each instruction. When the execution reaches a branch instruc-
tion, the branch conditions C and complement ¬C are evaluated by an SMT
solver. If both conditions are satisfiable, the current state forks into two
states, with conditions C and ¬C each added to one of the two new states
as a constraint. States correspond to different execution paths, and are ex-
plored independently. Execution continues until all of the states/execution
paths have terminated, or halts early because either a time or a memory




There are three challenges when using symbolic execution to provide feedback
for students. The first challenge is that feedback has to be generated quickly,
so students can benefit the most as their effort is still fresh in their memory.
The second challenge is that the feedback generated can be understood easily
by students, so they can learn from the feedback by themselves. The last
challenge is that feedback generation setup can be done easily by instructors,
so the overhead of new assignment design can be kept low.
1.4.1 Timely Feedback
In order to provide timely feedback, symbolic execution has to finish within
minutes. However symbolic execution engines usually run for days when
used on commercial code. We have made three improvements to reduce the
execution time.
I/O Functions
Compared to commercial code, student programs depend on I/O func-
tions more heavily. We have integrated I/O functions into our tool to
help reduce symbolic I/O overhead.
Loops
The time and memory resources required by symbolic execution are
linear in the number of possible execution paths in the tested program.
Unfortunately, when loops are present, the number of states can be
exponential in the number of loop iterations executed. The simple loop
example shown in Figure 5.1a (taken from [9]) illustrates this problem,
called loop explosion.
Many programming assignments require students to write loops or even
recursive functions. In order to provide good response time to support
interactive feedback generation process, it is important to find a way
to reduce the time and memory cost of loop execution.
We have developed an algorithm that speeds up loop executions while
maintaining the ability to discover bugs. The key idea of our algorithm
is that we only explore necessary paths through loops that contribute
to code coverage. By reducing the number of paths explored, we speed
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up symbolic execution while maintaining the same code coverage and
defect detection capabilities. The general strategy is to postpone/ig-
nore paths that do not improve coverage; details of how such paths can
be identified are part of Chapter 5.
Cache
Student programs are written to solve the same problem, thus there
exist lots of similar codes. When executed, these similar codes often
generate similar path conditions. These path conditions further gen-
erate similar SMT queries. We have implemented a SMT query cache
to utilize the similarities between queries to reduce symbolic execution
time.
1.4.2 Easy to Understand
In order to help students use the framework, we integrated the framework
with the submission framework, so students never have to execute the tools
themselves.
We have also made modifications to our symbolic execution engine such
that in addition to test cases, it can also produce a ranked list of source
code locations. A source code location with a higher rank is more likely to
be related to the cause of error. The ranked list is calculated based on the
execution paths and the correctness of the results produced by these paths.
Details can be found in Section 4.4.
1.4.3 Easy Setup
The setup overhead for using symbolic execution to test student programs is
also minimal. In practice, a senior undergraduate student was able to use our
framework to provide automated feedback for a freshman-level programming
class. The senior undergraduate student performed all setup work for five
different assignments without our help.
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1.5 Benefits
We have used symbolic execution to produce feedback for our introductory-
level programming class (ECE220) for over four years. We started by asking
for volunteers to use our framework to generate feedback on their assignments
during Fall 2015 and Spring 2016 semesters. We collected 3,163 submissions
from a total of 184 volunteers, and for 1,785 submissions (56%), we were
able to detect bugs and generate feedback to students. For 2,195 (69%)
submissions, we were able to determine if the submissions were correct or
not within three minutes. The correct rates for volunteering students were
higher than non-volunteering students for all five assignments.
Furthermore, for all five assignments, our framework found missed bugs
that were not discovered by the normal grading procedure. For three assign-
ments, the feedback produced by our framework helped to discover aspects
that the normal grading procedure failed to test. Detailed results can be
found in Section 10.2.
For semesters after Spring 2016, we decided to apply our framework to
all students in ECE220. Until Spring 2019, we have processed 30,309 sub-
missions, among which 14993 (49%) were determined to contain bugs, and
feedback was generated. Instructors also reported that our feedback helped
them to answer questions from students.
The results show that by using symbolic execution, we can detect not
only more bugs inside student programs, but also errors in the assignment
specification, released tests, and released gold program. We can generate
helpful feedback to students that helps them to learn from their own mistakes,
and help instructors to identify misunderstood concepts. We can also grade
more thoroughly and more fairly.
We provide an overview of the chapters of this thesis. Chapter 2 gives ad-
ditional detail on our motivation for using symbolic execution in Computer
Science education and background information on symbolic execution. Chap-
ter 3 describes our framework and workflow for applying symbolic execution
to automated feedback generation. Chapter 4 describes our cross-execution
cache design. Chapter 5 describes our Loop Reduction algorithm to improve
the efficiency of symbolic execution. Chapter 6 describes the assignments for
students. Chapter 7 describes our experiment design and goals. Chapter 8
discusses our observations on applying our framework to classes. Chapter 9
7
presents results of our modifications to enhance the symbolic execution en-





In recent years, the number of students taking programming classes has been
growing fast. However the number of qualified staff is not growing as fast,
making it hard to maintain the quality of programming classes. In order to
improve the quality of Computer Science education, we have implemented
an automated feedback framework. Our framework is based on symbolic
execution. We have also made improvements to the symbolic execution tool
KLEE in order to fulfill the needs of our framework. In this chapter, we first
discuss why an automated feedback framework is needed (Section 2.2). We
then discuss some related previous work (Sections 2.3 and 2.4). We give a
brief description of symbolic execution in Section 2.5. We discuss previous
work on symbolic loop executions in Section 2.6. We discuss previous work
on cross-execution SMT query caching in Section 2.7.
2.2 Why Teaching Programming Is Difficult
Teaching programming is hard. Both students and instructors are struggling
to do a good job. The dropout rate of introductory programming courses
can be as high as 50% [10]. Because more students tend to take an intro-
ductory programming class, the number of students enrolled in introductory
programming courses has been growing in recent years. Outside universi-
ties, people are also enrolled in massive online open courses (MOOCs) to
learn programming. Due to the large numbers of enrolled students, these in-
troductory programming courses are usually taught in a lecture+laboratory
structure [11]. Lectures are important for students to learn concepts, lan-
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guage definitions, and common mistakes. However the most important part
of learning engineering is to practice. Atkins et al. [12] indicate that British
science and engineering students spend 50 to 70 percent of their time in labo-
ratory work. These laboratories can help students to build up their problem
solving skills, which prepare them for their future jobs.
For programming courses, these labs are usually done as programming
assignments. Some laboratories are done in groups led by an instructor.
But, because the instructors’ time is limited, the chances for students to
interact with instructors are limited. With MOOC platforms, there may be
no interactions between the instructor and the students.
When students finish their programming assignments, they need to know if
their programs are correct. However the correctness of a computer program
is hard to determine. In 2002, Newman estimated that software bugs have
cost $59.5 billion annually [7]. Stamat and Humphries further concluded that
in 2006 over 8000 vulnerabilities were cataloged by the Computer Emergency
Response Team [8]. While producing correct programs for experienced pro-
grammers remains a hard task, students who are novice programmers are
more likely to produce buggy code. It is the responsibility of the instructors
to help students identify bugs in their code, and to learn from these bugs.
Identifying defects in code is not an easy task. Even experienced program-
mers in industry produce programs that have bugs in them. In industry,
code review helps programmers to get feedback about their work. In pro-
gramming courses, students are supposed to get feedback about their work
from instructors. Human inspection is still heavily used as a way of code
review. Ganssle [13] and Kemerer and Pavik [14] reported that an ideal
rate of 150-200 lines per hour is most effective for manual inspection. For
student code, the efficiency may be even less. However, manual inspection
can only be done by experienced programmers. With large class sizes, it
is prohibitively expensive for instructors to manually review each and every
student’s code. Historically, the solution is to hire teaching assistants, who
cost less than instructors, but are more variable in the quality of their code
review.
After identifying bugs in student programs, explanations are also needed
to help students understand what mistakes they have made. Providing these
explanations is sometimes easy, for example typos or off-by-1 errors. Bugs
caused by misunderstanding of concepts may be hidden deeply inside the
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student code. Explaining these bugs to students requires time and effort
from instructors, who have limited resources. The increasing number of stu-
dents learning programming and the limited time of instructors are causing
problems in programming education.
2.3 Previous Work
For programming courses, students are usually given assignments that specify
the goal they need to reach. Along with the assignment, students usually
also get some references that provide feedback to them. In most cases, the
references consist of test cases and desired outputs. On failure, students rely
on the difference between outputs to debug their programs. This kind of
feedback provides limited information to students. Code reviews require too
much human effort and do not provide timely feedback. Other methods like
discussion boards lack consistent and timely feedback information.
However, how to generate a set of test inputs that cover all the possible
defects in student program is challenging. Yet most of the automated tools
today rely on the instructor to provide sets of test inputs. Instructors may
fail to provide a full set of tests that can cover every part of the student
code. Without a test case that covers the defective part of student code,
current grading tools may leave bugs in student programs undetected. De-
fective code passing tests can deprive the student of knowing that they have
made mistakes. What is more dangerous, the student may believe that the
implementation is correct, which encourages him or her to make the same
mistake in the future.
Significant effort in both research and practice has focused on automati-
cally assessing student work. In order to provide quick and accurate feed-
back, automatic tools are needed. Tools have been proposed to assess several
aspects of student submitted programs. Some automated tools help to reg-
ulate the programming style of students [15] and are more objective than
manual grading. Srikant and Aggarwal developed a tool to grade based on
machine learning on a number of keywords [16]. Other tools focus more on
assessing functionality. Pears et al. [17] point out that for tools that assess
functionality of student programs, the grading is typically done by compar-
ing a student’s output with results provided by the teacher’s model solution
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program. For any given set of inputs, the teacher’s model solution program
generates a model set of output. Student programs take the same input set
to generate corresponding output, which is then compared with the modeled
output.
2.4 Recent Automated Assessment Tools
Amelung et al. [18] describe an implementation that separates all concerns
of managing students, assignments, and submissions from the actual test-
ing. The system consists of two parts. The frontend manages storage of
assignments and solutions, proper treatment of submission periods and re-
submissions, communication of results to students, grading of the results,
and statistics for individual students and whole cohorts. The backend tests
the functionality of the student submitted code. The submitted code is exe-
cuted and the output of a student solution can be compared to that of a gold
solution for a set of test data, or the assignment can be tested for properties
which must be fulfilled by correct programs.
Marmoset [19] is a system that hides some of the instructor-provided test
cases from students. Students are encouraged to write their own test cases
before they submit their work. When student code fails to pass multiple test
cases, only a portion of the failed test cases are revealed to students.
Web-CAT [20] is a framework for automated testing. It requires students
to submit their own tests along with their solutions. The instructor has an
implementation of gold solution on the server side. Feedback is generated
based on execution of student code on student tests, and execution of student
tests is based on the instructor-provided model solution. The model solution
is instrumented with statement as well as branch coverage information to ar-
rive at a concrete measure of the breadth of the executed test cases. Edwards
and Pérez-Quiñones [21] further added per-assertion diagnostic messages to
the Web-CAT framework to provide better feedback to students.
Easyaccept [22] uses scripting language to define tests and expected results.
Easyaccept provides an easier way for instructors to write tests for students.
AWAT [23] is an automated web application testing system. AWAT pro-
vides an interface for instructors to write tests that simulate the actions of
human testers to extract information from web pages, and verify expected
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outcome based on the test case specification.
Naudé et al. [24] and Wang et al. [25] both use graph similarity to assess
student programs. Student programs are first analyzed and transformed
into system dependence graphs. The edges of the graph reflect dependencies
between statements. The assessment is done by a graph similarity measure
against a pool of model system dependence graphs.
Some of the works discussed [15],[19],[22],[23] do not focus on the function-
ality correctness aspect of a program; some [16],[20],[21] assess the correctness
but provide no clear evidence of error or feedback to help students to under-
stand the problem; the remaining works [17],[18] require instructor-provided
tests, which our work provides, that can help improve the feedback quality.
2.5 Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution starts the simulation of a target program from an initial
execution state. An interpreter executes instructions by updating the state.
At branch instructions, the conditions to both branches are evaluated by a
satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver. When both condition constraints
are satisfiable, the state forks into two states, with one constraint added to
each state. A state terminates at any terminal instruction, halt or abort, for
example. All states are executed independently. The procedure ends when
there are no more states to execute. For each state, a set of inputs that
satisfy the constraints of the state is generated as a test case.
There are several limitations of symbolic execution:
Memory and Time Consumption
Theoretically, given a powerful constraint solver, symbolic execution
can generate test cases that can cover all possible paths through a
program [26]. Even though such a constraint solver does not exist,
high coverage can still be achieved given enough memory and time.
In practice, symbolic execution testing has been successfully employed
with reasonably sized and heavily tested software packages. However
because time is a limited resource for our feedback framework, and
student assignments are often loop/recursion intensive, sometimes we
cannot afford to do thorough testing on student programs. To alleviate
the time consumption problem, we have made two improvements to the
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symbolic execution engine specifically targeting the repetitive nature of
student assignment programs.
Float/Double Data Type
Another limitation of symbolic execution is that float/double type vari-
ables are not fully supported, as most SMT solvers do not support these
data types. However we can always avoid these data types when apply-
ing symbolic execution to student programs. Using these data types in
student assignments is usually not an essential part of the assignment.
Native Call
Symbolic execution cannot handle calls to code for which source code
is unavailable. However, the symbolic execution tool KLEE [27] has
integrated support for uClibc [28], a subset of the standard C library.
We have also extended the support by implementing several heavily
used I/O functions. The details can be found in Section 3.2.3. The
uClibc and I/O extensions support are sufficient for an introductory
level programming course.
Multithreading
Because of the high computational cost to reason about inter-thread
interleaving, the use of symbolic execution on multithreaded programs
is limited. However there has been work [29],[30],[31],[32] focusing on
this limitation. None of the experiments done in this dissertation in-
volved multithreading. For future work, it is possible that with the
advancement of multithreaded symbolic execution, multithreaded pro-
grams can be supported by our framework as well.
2.6 Loops
Student programs often contain simple loop structures. For symbolic execu-
tion, a loop with conditionals typically implies a number of execution paths
exponential in the trip count of the loop. We have designed techniques to
alleviate the problem.
A loop is a single, strongly connected subgraph of a program’s control flow
graph (CFG) such that the subgraph has a single entry point and contains no
proper subgraph that is strongly connected but not a loop. Non-loop cycles
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are excluded because the numbers of paths generated by such CFG elements
cannot be bounded. Fortunately, few programs contain such elements.
We define the set of exit nodes of a loop L as CFG nodes outside of L that
have at least one parent node within L.
We define a loop segment as a sequence of nodes that starts from the loop
head node, and ends with either the head node or an exit node. In a loop
segment, the head node can only appear at the beginning or the end of the
segment.
For nested loops, inner loops can be abstracted as segments of outer loops.
2.6.1 Loop Analysis
Previous loop analysis work includes three main algorithms: loop summa-
rization, search-guiding heuristics, and loop unwinding.
Loop Summarization
Loop summarization is a technique that uses a few states to effectively repre-
sent a family of execution paths. Each loop segment is summarized as a set of
equations. With the set of equations, the execution state at the entrance of
the loop, the execution order of each segment, and the number of iterations
to be executed, the exit states of the loop are calculated.
To successfully represent a loop with numerical functions, there are two
requirements. The first requirement is finding a loop invariant. The loop
invariant is needed to calculate the trip count of the loop, on which the
numerical functions operate. The second requirement is the execution order
of loop segments. When there are dependencies between loop segments, the
order determines the execution result of the loop. Execution order can be
sequential, periodic, or irregular [9]. A loop execution is a sequence S of
loop segments (s1, s2, . . .). When there is no cycle within the sequence, the
execution is sequential. If all cycles within S are periodic, the execution is
periodic. If an execution is neither sequential nor periodic, it is irregular.
Current loop summarization techniques work only for sequential executions.
Approximations are used for periodic and irregular executions.
In order to calculate the number of iterations to be executed, a strong
loop invariant is needed. For the purpose of loop summarization, a loop
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invariant is strong enough when the number of iterations to be executed can
be inferred, or calculated inductively, given only the symbolic execution state
at the entrance of the loop.
In order to summarize a loop with a set of equations, all loop segments are
first summarized. If there is only a single segment or periodically interleaved
segments through the loop, an exact equation is produced [9]. Otherwise,
the equation is approximate.
Loop summarization techniques perform poorly for loops with hard-to-find
invariants, or with multiple segments that are executed irregularly.
Search-guiding Heuristics
Search-guiding heuristics are used to generate constraints that can cover spe-
cific chunks of code. The work of Trt́ık et al. [33],[34],[35] computes a non-
trivial quantifier-free necessary condition on input values. Their technique is
based on loop summaries of segments through the loop, but addresses only
sequential and periodic loops. Xie et al. [36] implemented a technique that
uses a fitness function to measure how close a target node is to the current
path. However the technique only works when such a fitness function can be
calculated.
Loop Unwinding
Loop unwinding executes a loop symbolically up to a fixed number of K iter-
ations. As the number of iterations of loops is potentially infinite, a selection
of paths after the Kth iterations through loops are pruned. Unwinding of
loops up to a given bound can often be ineffective in achieving high branch
coverage.
2.7 Cross-Execution SMT Query Result Caching
Automation of symbolic execution requires constraint solvers that can handle
the constraints produced by a program’s execution paths. Even though raw
computation power has been growing and a lot of progress has been made
during the last decade in constraint solving technology, constraint solving
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is still the main bottleneck for symbolic execution. Often, more than 50%
of symbolic execution time is spent on the solving of satisfiability modulo
theories (SMT) queries. Several works have attempted to alleviate the prob-
lem [37],[38],[39],[40],[41].
One key property of student-submitted programs is that these are dif-
ferent programs that are written to solve the same problem. Many of these
programs share similar approaches to the problem. To benefit from such sim-
ilarities, we have applied caching across the analysis of different programs.
We first tried cross-execution caching by using the state-of-the-art Green
Framework [42]. Background information about the Green Framework is
provided in Section 2.7.1. In order to use Green with KLEE, we have im-
plemented a Green solver interface within KLEE. We have also made bug
fixes and modifications to the Green Framework in order to make it compat-
ible with the queries generated by KLEE. We used the default Redis storage
system for the cache and Z3 version 4.6.
One major modification made to Green is that instead of caching just the
SAT/UNSAT results from the SMT solver, we also cache a model solution
for SAT results. The modification was needed by KLEE, as KLEE checks,
verifies and uses the model in its internal process.
However, the experiment results show that the Green Framework does not
provide a clear benefit. The reason is that to utilize cross-execution caching,
we first need to translate the query into plain text form, and then transmit it
to the Green Framework. The Green Framework then reconstructs the whole
query using its own data structure, and then does factorization on it. Our
study finds that the factorization step of Green only created about 8% more
queries given 582,786 queries generated by more than 300 student programs.
The overhead of translating, transmitting, reconstruction and factorization
of queries surpasses the gain from caching.
Although the overhead of translating and transmitting of queries is not
avoidable for cross-execution caching, the Green’s steps are not required.




The Green Framework [42] was developed by Willem Visser et al. as an inter-
mediate interface between symbolic execution engines and SMT solvers. The
Green Framework reduces constraints inside a query to simpler forms using
factorization and canonicalization techniques. The simplified constraints are
cached and reused across different analysis runs. The factorization stage tries
to factorize the incoming queries into smaller disjoint queries, which can lead
to higher cache hit rate. However the cost of the factorization stage varies
depending on the complexity of the incoming query.
The Green Framework stores the cached queries using a database. Be-
cause the Green Framework works independently with the symbolic execu-
tion engine, the cached queries are used for symbolic executions of different
programs, thus achieving inter-program caching.
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CHAPTER 3
FEEDBACK SYSTEM DESIGN & I/O
HANDLING
The framework consists of three main parts. The frontend collects student
submitted code, initiates the grading process on the backend, and distributes
graded code and notifications back to students. The backend utilizes sym-
bolic execution to analyze the student code and generate counterexamples
and bug hints if the code fails to achieve the desired behavior. The cache
of KLEE in the backend caches query results across execution. We discuss
frontend and backend in this chapter, and the cache in Chapter 4.
3.1 Frontend
The system implemented for students to submit their code for feedback re-
volves around the flow diagram in Figure 3.1.
3.1.1 Class Assignment Submission System
The class assignment submission system was set up using Subversion, a soft-
ware versioning and revision control system. Programmers use Subversion
to maintain current and historical versions of files. Students can work on
their assignments following the instructions. Each time they make progress
towards completion, they can commit their work to the Subversion server.
Students can test their own work with released test cases from the instructor
on their local development environment. Students can modify their work
and commit to the Subversion server anytime before the deadline. After
the deadline, the last submission by each student is collected and assessed
by instructor-provided grading scripts. These scripts execute the student
program with several sets of instructor-provided inputs, and compare these
results with the instructor-provided gold solution. A score is given based on
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Figure 3.1: Collect Student Code/Generate Feedback: We implemented
tool scripts to check student submissions. When there are new commits, we
generate tests and send these tests back to students.
the comparison results.
3.1.2 Frontend System
We implemented a system that assesses the student code and distributes
feedback to students. The system checks for a new submission from students
every minute. When new submissions are detected, the system pulls the
latest submission of student work from the Subversion server. The student
work is passed to the backend for assessment. The backend assesses student
work and generates test input sets. After test inputs are generated, we
execute both the student program and the instructor-provided gold solution
with the test input sets, and collect the test input sets that lead to errors
in student code. If there exist any such test inputs, we add them to the
corresponding Subversion repository. After the grading process is finished,
we generate an email to the student regardless of whether the submission is
correct or not. Students receiving the email can collect generated input sets
from their Subversion repository. The whole frontend system is written in
Ruby.
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3.2 Backend System: Symbolic Execution Engine
The work flow of the backend system is shown in Figure 3.2. For the symbolic
execution engine, we chose KLEE. The backend system takes two inputs: a
student solution and a wrapper main function. Both input files are compiled
into LLVM byte code. This LLVM code is then passed to the modified version
of KLEE for assessment.
KLEE [27] is a symbolic testing framework. As a symbolic testing tool,
KLEE tries to maximize code coverage for the tested code. An initial set
of values for the symbolic variables is generated randomly. An interpreter
is used to execute the program. An execution path with the initial set of
random values is recorded. After each execution, the information about
coverage of execution path is generated for the SMT solver. If there exists any
new set of values for the symbolic variables that can increase the coverage,
the new set of values is recorded and a new execution generated.
However, KLEE was designed for experienced programmers. The informa-
tion generated by KLEE is hard to understand for novice programmers. It
also takes some setup work for KLEE to work properly. Thus in our frame-
work, KLEE is hidden from students to avoid confusing them. The setup
work is handled by the main function for grading provided by the instructor.
After KLEE finishes execution, the result is interpreted into simple feedback
as test cases that are useful and understandable for students.
3.2.1 Execution
The execution of KLEE is an iterative process of trying to achieve higher code
coverage. KLEE first generates an initial set of random concrete values for
marked symbolic variables. An execution path with these concrete values is
recorded. KLEE then picks a part of the code that was not covered. The code
must begin at some sort of branch from code that was covered. KLEE uses
the branch condition for that decision along with other constraints needed
to reach that branch and packages the constraint set for solution by the
SMT solver. If a solution can be found, that solution causes execution of
the previously uncovered code. All sets of concrete values are recorded as
generated tests. When there are no more paths to explore, KLEE finishes
execution.
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Figure 3.2: Workflow: Main function and student function are compiled
into LLVM byte code. KLEE is then applied to generate tests that can
cover as many execution paths as possible.
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Because student code may include standard library code, KLEE provides
a C library, using uClibc [28]. Any function call supported by uClibc can be
supported by KLEE. Common function calls such as printf and assert are all
supported.
For execution paths that have out-of-bound memory accesses, division by
zero and assertion failures, KLEE generates an error report indicating what
error has occurred, and at which line of the program. For each remaining
execution path, a test case is generated. For each test case, the execution
result of the student code is checked to see if it is valid. If the result is not
valid, the corresponding execution path is marked as erroneous. Using all the
collected execution path information, a hint list of error causes is generated
(details of hints are discussed in Section 4.4).
3.2.2 Setup
In order for KLEE to work, some setup work needs to be done. The work is
divided into two parts: marking symbolic variables and checking functional
correctness. Symbolic variables are used to generate test inputs and are also
the key to achieve maximum coverage. To check functional correctness, we
need to verify that the program can achieve the desired goal. KLEE by itself
only tries to achieve high code coverage. The testing of functional correctness
of the program is not the aim of KLEE, but is supported by our wrappers
and checking code.
Selecting Symbolic Variables
The symbolic variables are usually chosen from inputs to the student pro-
gram. For example, for a calculator program, the input might be two numbers
and an operand. A sample program appears in Figure 3.3. To use KLEE to
find maximal coverage, we need to mark operands a,b and the operator as
symbolic. Marking these variables as symbolic can be done through a func-
tion call, klee make symbolic. The resulting program is in Figure 3.4. All
the initialization of a,b and operator through stdin is now done by KLEE.
Executing the program using KLEE produces the result in Figure 3.5.
Setting a variable as symbolic is easy. However, these variables can take




















19 // execution should not reach this point
20 return 0;
21 }


















Figure 3.4: Symbolic variable marked.
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1 KLEE: done: total instructions = 2052
2 KLEE: done: completed paths = 3
3 KLEE: done: generated tests = 3
Figure 3.5: Result of KLEE.
1 klee_assume(a>0);







7 klee_make_symbolic (&operator , sizeof(operator),"operator");
8 klee_make_symbolic (&b,sizeof(b),"b");
9 if(stu_calculate(a,b,operator) != gold_calculate(a,b,
operator)){




Figure 3.7: Correctness checking.
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needs to have some desired properties. For example, we may require that one
variable be positive. We can use the klee assume function (see Figure 3.6) to
describe such constraints to KLEE. The predicate passed to klee assume call
is always evaluated by the SMT solver. The SMT solver then tries to return a
set of concrete values for the symbolic variables that evaluate the predicate to
be true. In another sense, klee assume can help us to define preconditions [43]
for the whole program. It is safe to assume that the precondition is true after
the klee assume call.
Functional Correctness Checking
KLEE was designed to achieve high code coverage, so by default KLEE does
not check functional correctness. All KLEE does is to generate test cases that
can cover most of the code. Thus, in order to verify that the program under
test has the designated behavior, we add post-condition checking, which is
done with the assert function. A predicate that checks the result of the stu-
dent function can be used. An assert function can be done on the predicate.
KLEE will try to a find path that leads to an assert failure. In Figure 3.7,
the return value of student function stu calculate is checked against the re-
turn value from the gold implementation gold calculate. Because KLEE uses
SMT solver to find new execution paths, the SMT solver tries to solve for a
set of values that can lead the execution to the assert function. These as-
sertions are effectively branches under the execution of KLEE. To maximize
code coverage, SMT solvers try to solve for a set of inputs that can lead to
the false part of a branch. If any execution path that leads to an assertion
failure exists, the student program’s behavior differs from that of the gold
program, which implies functionality bugs. Assertions are usually added at
the end of the wrapper code after the execution of student code.
3.2.3 I/O Functions Extension
While using KLEE as the grading engine for the framework, we found that
KLEE was not optimized for some of the heavily utilized functions, partic-
ularly the I/O functions. KLEE by itself depends on a third party library,
uClibc [28], which does not support the c99 standard scanf functions. It is
also complicated to set up symbolic files for the uClibc library.
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We implemented an I/O extension for KLEE to address these issues. The
I/O extension includes support for the following functions: fopen, fclose,
fscanf , fprintf , fputc, fread, fwrite, sscanf . In addition to these func-
tions, a new helper function klee make IO buffer is also implemented.
To use the extension, the “–symbolicFileIO” flag must be passed to KLEE
at execution time. Inside the main function, a char array needs to be allo-
cated. The char array and a file name are then passed to the klee make IO buffer
function. The char array works just as a file. Any fopen function call to the
same file name opens the char array. Like any other array, the char array
passed as a file can be set as symbolic. By replacing file inputs with symbolic
char array, we can easily utilize existing KLEE library functions to set up
the array as a symbolic file.
The implementation is done by adding new special function handlers to
KLEE. LLVM byte code with support for symbolic variables is used to sup-
port the I/O functions. With the native usage of LLVM byte code instead
of compiling uClibc C code to LLVM byte code, the extension achieves 10×
speedup and 100× less memory usage.
The functionality correctness of these functions was tested with sample
code collected from 20 students during the Summer 2015 semester. The
sscanf function was also tested with 91 student submissions from the Fall




From our experiment, we found that over 50% of feedback generation time
was spent on the SMT solver. With caching we can reuse the query results,
and thus we can potentially get up to 2× speedup. Even though KLEE has
an internal cache, we found that there was still potential for improvement.
Because all students work on the same assignments, their submissions are
different programs that try to solve the same problem. Thus we can expect
great similarity between the queries generated across executions of different
programs. With the internal cache of KLEE, the cached information is dis-
carded after each execution. So we designed a new cache system such that
the query results are preserved across executions of KLEE.
The main challenge of an external cross-execution cache is to keep the
added overhead to a minimum. The KLEE cache utilizes the internal data
structures of KLEE to represent queries, and thus uses only a pointer as the
key to the cache. In order to reuse query results across executions of KLEE,
full query must be constructed from the pointer to the internal data struc-
tures of KLEE. Because our cross-execution cache is a standalone process,
we use process-to-process communication between KLEE and the cache for
lookup and insertion of queries. In order to keep overhead low, we keep the
translation as lightweight as possible.
4.1 Design
Our cross-execution cache design has two parts: additional components to
the KLEE solver chain, and a standalone cache.
Figure 4.1 shows the query generation process of KLEE. For every execu-
tion state, KLEE updates the execution state by going through instructions.
Each execution state has a memory model by utilizing the API from the
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Figure 4.1: Query generation process of KLEE.
Figure 4.2: Three steps added to the original solving process.
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Z3 Solver. KLEE updates the memory model according to updates from
instructions. At branch instructions, KLEE generates constraints according
to the branch condition. These constraints are further processed through a
chain of solvers.
The three most important solvers are the Independent Solver, Cache Solver
and Z3 Solver. The Independent Solver canonicalizes the constraints, then
tries to factorize them into smaller pieces. The Cache Solver checks the
internal cache of KLEE. At the end of the solver chain, the Z3 Solver handles
any remaining constraints.
The additional components of KLEE are shown in Figure 4.2. The dashed
yellow ovals represent the additional components, and the blue ovals represent
the original KLEE steps in the Z3 Solver step from Figure 4.1.
In order to translate the query into standardized plain text format, we
utilize the Z3 API right to construct the query in String format. In order
to get the full query in String format, the construction has to be done right
before the Z3 Solver solves the problem.
The String format query is then sent to the stand-alone cache via standard
system calls. If it is a cache miss, the query is solved by the Z3 Solver, and
the result is translated and transmitted to the stand-alone cache for insertion.
4.2 Factorization
Factorization is a technique that splits a query into a set of independent
sub-queries. Two queries are independent if and only if they do not share
any variables. The satisfiability of a complex query can be determined from
the satisfiability of its sub-queries: if all of the independent sub-queries are
satisfiable, the original query is satisfiable, too; otherwise, the original query
is unsatisfiable. Factorizing queries produces smaller queries that are easier
to handle and more likely to be equivalent to previously solved queries. For
example, students may choose to limit multiple symbolic variable values in
different orders while using the same constraints on each symbolic variable.
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4.3 Green Framework
We have also done experiments with the Green Framework [42]. In order to
integrate the Green Framework with our current feedback generation system,
which is based on KLEE, we implemented a Green solver interface within
KLEE. We have also made bug fixes and modifications to the Green Frame-
work in order to make it compatible with the queries generated by KLEE.
We used the default Redis storage system for the cache and Z3 version 4.6,
the latest version as of this writing, as the SMT query solver.
One major modification made to Green is that instead of caching just the
SAT/UNSAT results from the SMT solver, we also cache a model solution
for SAT results. The modification was needed by KLEE, as KLEE checks,
verifies and uses the model in its internal process.
To study the benefit of caching across different student-submitted pro-
grams, we used the latest version of KLEE, version 1.4 commit e0f9cda, to
symbolically execute student-submitted programs for two different types of
assignments from three semesters. The symbolic execution setup for each
program only differs by whether or not inter-program caching is used.
4.4 Cause of Error Hint
For programs containing errors, a list of source code locations is generated
for students. The locations are ranked by the likelihood of being related to
the error. We have implemented the Suspiciousness algorithm [44] as an
extension to generate the list.
The Suspiciousness algorithm is inspired by the Tarantula algorithm. For
each instruction in a program, we utilize the path information generated by
symbolic execution to calculate the probability of that instruction being the
cause of error. We first mark each execution path as pass or fail, depending
on the execution result of the path. For a path with no errors and qualified
execution results, the path is marked as pass. Other paths are marked as
fail.
For every instruction, the total number of pass paths and fail paths that
cover the instruction is calculated. Because different paths cover different sets
of instructions, the recorded numbers vary from instruction to instruction.
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Finally, we use the equation #offail/(#ofpass + #offail) proposed by
Jones et al. [44] to calculate a suspiciousness level for every node. All the
nodes are ranked with their suspiciousness level. In practice, we provide the
top 10 locations as feedback to students.
The intuition behind the Suspiciousness algorithm is that a node with
higher probability to cause failed executions is more likely to be related to
bugs. It is clear that the pass/fail ratio depends on the execution paths
selected. With multiple execution paths covering the same set of nodes, the




In this chapter we describe our loop path exploration algorithm, the Loop
Reduction algorithm. The Loop Reduction algorithm extends KLEE in two
key ways. First, we separate states into two types: normal and postponed.
Normal states are executed as before, while postponed states are executed
only if they might enable coverage of otherwise uncoverable code. We start
by setting the initial state as a normal state. At branches, the Loop Reduc-
tion algorithm determines the type of the newly forked states. We explain
the details in Section 5.5.1. The second difference is that we stop the sym-
bolic execution process when two conditions are met: all normal states have
terminated, and all coverable code has been covered. A piece of code is un-
coverable if the constraints of all postponed states contradict the constraints
necessary to cover the code.
To the best of our knowledge, all the loop analysis algorithms developed for
symbolic execution aim to cover all possible paths through loops. However
is it really necessary to cover all possible paths to achieve high coverage?
Executing all possible paths through a loop is not the purpose of symbolic
execution. Rather, the purpose is to achieve high code coverage and to
generate test cases that expose program defects.
With the Loop Reduction algorithm, we avoid both execution and genera-
tion of most loop paths, yet still achieve high code coverage. For the example
in Figure 5.1a, with both string A and B symbolic, we only need two execu-
tion states, with one of the states executing through the if branch, and the
other state executing through the else branch, to cover the whole loop.
After both branches have been explored, in later iterations when the ex-
ecution reaches the branch statement again, we can continue execution for
later iterations from one of the states, while keeping the other states post-
poned. We explore postponed states only when necessary. By not exploring
postponed states, we speed up symbolic execution by orders of magnitude.
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1 int i,j;
2 i = 0; j = 0;
3 //A,B: symbolic strings.
4 while ( i < A.size()
5 && j < B.size()){




10 i = i - j + 1;
11 j = 0;
12 }
13 }
(a) Substring matching program
1 if(j == 1 && i == 3){
2 //Do something
3 }
(b) Condition require specific
paths












Normal State Postponed State Ghost State
Figure 5.2: Execution path tree.
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For the example, instead of exploring 2N states, where N is the trip count
of the loop, we analyze only two states. The number of postponed states
is linear in the number of explored states. In the example only 2(N − 1)
postponed states are created (but not explored).
We need to explore the postponed states only when later parts of the
program cannot be all covered by the explored states. In the example of
Figure 5.1b, the branch can only be covered by specific values of i and j,
which further depend on the execution result of the loop for a specific path.
With the two states explored initially in Figure 5.2, the code in Figure 5.1b
cannot be covered. In other words, the condition C in Figure 5.1b cannot
be satisfied given the two explored states. The Loop Reduction algorithm
then picks one state from the postponed states to explore. We pick the state
by first checking the constraints of the state Cs and the target condition
Ct. A state is picked only when there exists a solution that satisfies both
constraints Cs and Ct. We iteratively repeat the process until either the
branch is covered, or it is proven uncoverable by exhaustively checking all
postponed states.
By using postponed states, we can achieve the same code coverage while
exploring many fewer states. Figure 5.2 shows the execution paths from the
example in Figure 5.1a. For each iteration, the current state forks at the
branch instruction. The current state takes one path of the branch and a
new state is generated for the other branch. The Loop Reduction algorithm
determines if the generated state should be postponed. State S1 generated
from S0 is not postponed because the path it covers has not been covered
before, thus state S0 is a normal state and executes normally. For states S00,
S01, S10 and S11, because the paths they cover have already been covered,
these states are postponed. Because the postponed states get explored only
when needed, their children states (ghost states in the figure) may not get
generated at all.
5.1 Loop Path
Before we symbolically execute a program, we initialize the loop coverage
information by setting all paths through all loops as unvisited. There are
two different types of paths in a loop: Head to Head (H2H) paths, and Head
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(b) Loop Path Diagram
Figure 5.3: Loop path for while loop.
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to Exit (H2E) paths. All paths start from the entry node, or Head. An H2H
path is a simple cycle that starts and ends at the entry node, with each node
an ancestor of the next node. An H2E path starts at the entry node and
ends at one of the exit nodes for the loop, without passing through the entry
node again.
An example of a while loop is shown in Figure 5.3. The Head is node A.
There are two Head to Head paths: ABCEA and ABDEA. There are two
exits: F and G. There are two Head to Exit paths: AF and ABCG.
5.2 Data Structures Used
In order to determine the type of a state and when to stop symbolic execution,
we store the unexplored path through the loop in each execution state.
5.2.1 List of Loops & Loop Paths
Before symbolic execution, we use static analysis to find all loops in the
program (see Figure 5.4). We then identify all paths through each loop,
starting with innermost loops and working outward (see line 10). For each
loop, the GenLoopPath function generates two types of paths: paths from
the entry node back to the entry node (H2H paths), and paths from the entry
node to exit nodes (H2E paths). The GetPath function (line 13) abstracts
inner loops as switch instructions: the exit nodes of the inner loop are the
branches of the switch instruction. The GetPath function generates both
H2H and H2E paths. The result is stored in a hash table, with the loop as
the key and all possible paths of the loop as the value.
5.2.2 Loop Path Vector Stack
The current path vector stores the nodes executed from the entry node to
the current execution state. In order to support nested loops, we use a stack
(the state.sf.LoopPaths variable in Figure 5.5 lines 10,14,27,33) to contain in-
formation about the current path. The stack is empty if the current state is
not inside any loop. Whenever a loop is executed, the current path informa-
tion is pushed onto the path vector stack (Figure 5.5 line 33). The loop info
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1 GenLoopInfo(Map <Loop , Vector <LoopPath > > LPs):
2 Foreach Loop L in Program P






9 Foreach InnerLoop IL in L
10 GenLoopPaths(IL)
11 end
12 vector <BasicBlock > exitNodes = GetExitNodes(L)
13 LPs[L]. pushback(GetPath(L,exitNodes))
14 end
Figure 5.4: LoopPaths initialization.
is popped off the stack when the current state exits a loop (Figure 5.5 line
14). In order to support function calls, the path vector stack is placed on the
stackframe (state.sf variable in Figure 5.5) for each state. When functions
are called, a new stackframe with an empty loop info stack is created.
5.3 Loop Reduction
Figure 5.6 shows the high-level workflow of the Loop Reduction algorithm.
We start by statically analyzing the program to gather information about
loops and all possible paths through each loop. The pseudo code for static
analysis is shown in Figure 5.4 and explained in Section 5.2.1. We then
initialize the StatePruningSearcher with the initial state. The searcher
determines when to finish execution by the done function. When there is
still more code to be covered, the searcher picks a state to explore by the
PickState function. The picked state is updated by the ExecuteInstruction
function. When executing an instruction, the node and loop path coverage
information is updated if the instruction is the first instruction of its node.
The pseudo code for updating coverage information is shown in Figures 5.7
and 5.5, and explained in Section 5.4. New states are created at branch
instructions and added to the searcher by calling the AddState function of






5 Loop SL = GetCurrentLoop(state)
6 If SL
7 Vector <BasicBlock > exitNodes
8 exitNodes = GetExitNodes(SL)
9 If bb in exitNodes













23 Loop L = GetLoop(bb)
24 If L == SL










Figure 5.5: Process basic block.
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1 Map <Loop ,Vector <LoopPath > > LPs
2 GenLoopInfo(LPs)
3 StatePruningSearcher Searcher




8 //New States created and inserted within ExecuteInstruction
if necessary
9 end
Figure 5.6: Loop reduction workflow.
1 ExecuteInstruction(state):
2 Instruction ins = *state.pc
3 BasicBlock bb = ins.parent





Figure 5.7: Execute instruction.
in Figure 5.8 and explained in Section 5.5.
5.4 Update Coverage Information
When the first instruction of a node is symbolically executed (lines 4-6 of
Figure 5.7), we check if we need to update the coverage statistics. There are
two coverage statistics: node coverage and loop segment coverage. The Loop
Reduction algorithm stops exploring new states when all coverable nodes and
loop segments are covered. When updating the coverage statistics, we start
by checking if the node has been visited before. If not yet visited, we now
mark the node as been visited (line 2-4 of Figure 5.5). We then check if our
execution is currently inside a loop by the GetCurrentLoop function (line
5-6 of Figure 5.5). For execution of loops, we categorize the current node into
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three types: entry node, exit node or internal node. Although an exit node
E of a loop L is not part of L, the loop segment coverage statistics have to be
updated when E is reached. A node can have multiple types. For example
the entry node of a inner loop can be an internal node of the outer loop; an
exit node of inner loop can be either an internal node or the entry node of
the outer loop.
5.4.1 Exit Node
When an exit node is visited, we need to check whether the current Head
to Exit path has been visited or not. Because for each Head to Exit path,
the exit node is the tail node on the path, we need to include the current
exit node to the path (line 11 of Figure 5.5). The Head to Exit path is then
marked as visited by removing if from LPs. The current loop path is then
popped off the path vector stack.
5.4.2 Internal Node
An internal node of a loop is a node that is not the entry node. Because
the loop path stack is updated only after the entry node is processed, the
current node is an internal node if the loop path stack is not empty. The
first internal node following the entry node has an empty path vector on the
loop path stack. Thus the current node is appended to the path vector at
line 19 of Figure 5.5.
5.4.3 Entry Node
When we encounter an entry node, there are two possibilities: we are starting
the loop, or we have executed a Head to Head path through the loop. We
differentiate the two by checking the top of the path vector stack. If the
path vector belongs to the loop of the entry node, a Head to Head path has
been executed. In this case, we mark the H2H path as covered (line 26-28 of
Figure 5.5). Otherwise the execution has entered a new loop, so we push an
empty path vector on to the path vector stack.
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5.5 StatePruningSearcher
The StatePruningSearcher decides when to stop symbolic execution and
which state to explore. The searcher determines if a node is coverable or not.
The symbolic execution stops when there is no more coverable loop path or
node for the current states. When the searcher decides a node might be
covered by a state, the state is promoted to normal.
5.5.1 Type of State
At branch conditions, if the constraints for both branches are satisfiable,
the current execution state continues execution on one branch, and a new
execution state is created to cover the other branch. When an execution state
forks into two states inside a loop, the type of the new state is determined
using loop coverage information. The new state is postponed if the current
path is not a prefix of any uncovered path (line 41-46 of Figure 5.8). A state
is postponed only at the time of creation. Normal states never change into
postponed states.
In the example shown in Figure 5.3, there are four uncovered paths after
initialization. After one iteration, the paths ABCG, ABCEA and ABDEA
are executed. The state for path ABCG exits the loop. The other two
states continue execution for the second iteration. Starting from the second
iteration, because the only uncovered path is the AF path, all new states
created at node B and C are postponed. C should not be reached unless a
state postponed at B is later executed. The reason is that when the path AF
is the only uncovered path, none of the paths ABC, ABD, ABCG or ABCE
prefixes AF. Thus only three normal states finish execution through the loop,
with all other states postponed.
5.5.2 Coverable Node
The done function of the StatePruningSearcher class determines when to
stop symbolic execution. The done function first checks if there are still
normal states that have not finished execution (line 14-16 of Figure 5.8). If




3 vector <State > normalStates















19 Foreach BasicBlock bb in UncoveredFrontier
20 Constraint C = getConstraint(bb)
21 Foreach State s in postponedStates
22 Constraint SC = s.constraint
23 If SMTSolver.solve(SC && C)














38 Loop SL = GetCurrentLoop(state)
39 If SL
40 LoopPath currentLP = state.sf.LoopPaths.top
41 Foreach LoopPath LP in LPs[SL]












default KLEE search algorithm (BFS, DFS, Interleave etc.). When there are
no more normal states to explore, the searcher checks uncovered nodes.
Instead of looking for a state that covers the uncovered node, we first
eliminate the states that are not able to do so. The UncoveredFrontier at
line 19 of Figure 5.8 represents uncovered nodes with one of its ancestors
covered. For each frontier node, the constraint to cover the node is obtained
and checked against every postponed state (line 19-31 of Figure 5.8). When
the constraint to cover the frontier node contradicts all the postponed states,
the node is set as uncoverable and removed from the UncoveredFrontier.
A postponed state is promoted to a normal state if its constraints do not
contradict those of the frontier node (lines 25-26 of Figure 5.8). Once a
state is promoted to a normal state, it is executed normally until the state
halts. By changing the type of state we reduce the number of times to check
constraints with the SMT solver.
5.6 Discussion
The goal of the Loop Reduction algorithm is to minimize the execution time
while maintaining the same code coverage. The normal states are the states
that are more likely to cover new nodes than the postponed states, and thus
are given priority in execution. Postponed states are unlikely to contribute
to code coverage. The decision about whether a state should be postponed
is made when the state is created. Since the constraints of postponed states
may be checked many times when trying to cover parts of the code, and the
SMT solver is expensive, our approach tries to limit the number of postponed
states.
The Loop Reduction algorithm generates postponed states linearly with
the number of loop iterations. The potential gain is exponential in the num-
ber of iterations. For the example shown in Figure 5.2, by executing the
loop N times, we create only 2(N − 1) postponed states, whereas the total




The automated feedback framework has been applied to eight different as-
signments here at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. All eight
assignments were for an introductory-level programming class, ECE220. The
framework successfully provided quick and accurate feedback to students for
the past four years. In this chapter, some background information about the
assignments and the feedback framework is provided.
Two assignments were not used consistently over years, thus only the six
assignments that were used consistently are discussed here in detail:
Code Breaker
Detailed description in Section 6.1. Learning objectives: basic logic,
function calls. Typical code length: 100 lines.
Game of Life
Detailed description in Section 6.2. Learning objectives: for loop, ar-
rays. Typical code length: 100 lines.
Image Editor
Detailed description in Section 6.3. Learning objectives: for loop, ar-
rays. Typical code length: 100 lines.
Sudoku Solver
Detailed description in Section 6.4. Learning objectives: recursion.
Typical code length: 150 lines.
2048 Game
Detailed description in Section 6.5. Learning objectives: for loop, ar-
rays. Typical code length: 200 lines.
Maze Solver
Detailed description in Section 6.6. Learning objectives: dynamic allo-
cation, recursion. Typical code length: 250 lines.
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6.1 Code Breaker
The Code Breaker assignment requires students to implement the logic for
a code-breaking game. A code sequence of four numbers from 1 to 8 is first
chosen at random. These four numbers are the solution code, and are also
referred to as pegs. The player repeatedly guesses a sequence of four numbers
and is given feedback on each guess, including the count of correct numbers
that appear in the same place in the solution code (these are called perfect
matches). The user is also told the count of numbers that appear in the
solution code but in a different place from their position in the guess (these
are called misplaced matches). Numbers guessed are matched pairwise with
the solution, so a given guess number can count either as a perfect match
or as a single mismatch, but cannot count as both types, or as multiple
mismatches. Similarly, a given solution number can only count as one match
of one type. If the player manages to guess the correct sequence in 12 or
fewer guesses, they win the game. Otherwise, they lose.
Some Example Guesses:
8 2 4 5: Solution Code
1 6 3 8: Guess 1, one misplaced match
8 6 5 4: Guess 2, one perfect match, two misplaced matches
8 2 5 4: Guess 3, two perfect matches, two misplaced matches
8 2 4 5: Guess 4, solution found!
The objective for this assignment is for students to gain some experience
with basic I/O, to implement code using multiple functions, to practice us-
ing pointers, and to solve a problem that requires moderately sophisticated
reasoning and control logic.
6.1.1 Functions To Be Implemented
Students are required to implement three different functions:
int32 t set seed (const char* seed str)
The function receives a string (a pointer to a character) as its input
and produces a 32-bit signed integer as output. Students need to verify
that the string specifies exactly one integer. The integer is then used
to seed the pseudo-random number generator. The return value from
the function set seed indicates whether the input string did in fact
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correspond to a number. When the string represents an integer (and
only one number), the function returns 1. Otherwise, the function
returns 0 and does not set the random seed, instead printing “set seed:
invalid seed”. Students are instructed to use the srand, rand and
sscanf functions. There is a lab section where instructors demonstrate
how to write this function to students.
int32 t start game (int32 t* one, int32 t* two, int32 t* three,
int32 t* four)
The start game routine selects the solution code at random, a set of
four numbers from 1 to 8. The rand() function is used to generate
a solution code. In order to maintain the consistency between the
normal grading procedure and the student code, the order and method
of assigning results from the rand function to the solution code is fixed.
int t make guess (const char* guess str, int32 t* one, int32 t* two,
int32 t* three, int32 t* four)
The make guess routine compares a player’s guess with the solution
code. The inputs to this routine include a string (the player’s input)
and four pointers to integers. The routine must validate the string in
the same way as the set seed function. A valid string contains exactly
four numbers (and no extra garbage at the end). All four numbers in
the string must be between 1 and 8. Student code must check these
cases, using sscanf and other logic as necessary. If the string is in-
valid, the routine must print the error message, “make guess: invalid
guess” and return 0. For a valid string, the student must store a copy
of the guessed code in order in the four addresses provided as input
parameters (one, two, three, four). The routine must then compare the
guessed code with the solution code (which are stored in the file-scope
static variables peg1, peg2, peg3, and peg4 in the start game function)
to count the number of perfect and misplaced matches, then print a
message informing the player of the results.
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6.1.2 Analysis Script Design
C Wrapper
The analysis script consists of two parts. The first part is the C wrapper
file, which consists of around 250 lines of code, of which 150 lines are a gold
program. Because the assignment asks student to use the rand function to
generate the solution code, in order to set the solution code as symbolic,
the rand function call is substituted in the analysis version. In the analysis
version, a symbolic variable instead of a random value is assigned to the
solution code. The modified version of rand function is shown in Figure 6.1.
In order to catch the results produced by the student function, the printf
function is also substituted in the analysis version, as shown in Figure 6.2.
rand
The analysis version of rand function returns symbolic solution codes
(copied previously into the gold pegs) in order, thus the same solution
codes are set for both student code and the gold program.
printf
The parameters passed to the analysis printf function are extracted
and used to compare with the results from the gold program.
In addition to these two substitution functions written in C, the sscanf
function is directly supported with the modified version of KLEE, as stated
in Chapter 3.
Because the set seed function is both too simple to test and is taught
directly in the discussion section, it is assumed to be correct for the student
code. No specific analysis script is written for testing the set seed function.
At the start of the main function, we allocate necessary symbolic variables
and use the klee assume function to ensure the inputs comply with the pre-
conditions. Figure 6.3 shows an example of marking symbolic variables. The
testing for both start game and make guess is combined because operation
of these two functions are closely related. Student versions of the start game
function and the make guess function are executed in sequence with the
set of symbolic variables. The same set of symbolic variables is used for
the execution of the gold program. Finally, if any of the results from the
student implementation differ from the gold program, an assertion fires. The
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1 int gold_randcount =0;
2 int prog5_rand (){
3 if(gold_randcount == 0){
4 gold_randcount ++;
5 return gold_peg1 -1;
6 }
7 if(gold_randcount == 1){
8 gold_randcount ++;
9 return gold_peg2 -1;
10 }
11 if(gold_randcount == 2){
12 gold_randcount ++;
13 return gold_peg3 -1;
14 }
15 if(gold_randcount == 3){
16 gold_randcount ++;
17 return gold_peg4 -1;
18 }
19 }
Figure 6.1: Analysis version of rand function.
1 int stu_turn_number =-1;
2 int stu_n_perfect =-1;
3 int stu_n_misplaced =-1;
4 int prog5_printf(const char* fmt ,...){
5 if(fmt [0] == 'W' && fmt [1]=='i' &&
6 fmt [2]=='t' && fmt [3]=='h'){
7 //The first word printed in standard answer
8 // should be "With"
9 va_list args;
10 va_start (args ,fmt);
11 stu_turn_number = va_arg(args ,int);
12 stu_n_perfect = va_arg(args ,int);




17 stu_turn_number = -1;
18 stu_n_perfect = -1;
19 stu_n_misplaced = -1;
20 return 0;
21 }
Figure 6.2: Analysis version of printf function.
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1 int peg [4];//peg represents the solution
2 char stu_buf [8];




7 klee_assume(peg [0] <9);
8 klee_assume(peg [0] >0);
9
10 klee_assume(peg [1] <9);
11 klee_assume(peg [1] >0);
12
13 klee_assume(peg [2] <9);
14 klee_assume(peg [2] >0);
15
16 klee_assume(peg [3] <9);















32 gold_peg1 = peg [0];
33 gold_peg2 = peg [1];
34 gold_peg3 = peg [2];
35 gold_peg4 = peg [3];
36 stu_buf [1]= ' ';
37 stu_buf [3]= ' ';
38 stu_buf [5]= ' ';
39 stu_buf [7]= 0;
Figure 6.3: Marking symbolic variables for the Code Breaker assignment.
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following set of values from the student code is tested for equality with those
produced by the gold code, as shown in Figure 6.4.
 Return value of the make guess function
 Number of perfect matches
 Number of misplaced matches
 Each of the guess variables written according to the input string
 Turn number
Feedback Generation
The second part of the analysis script is used for compiling student code,
linking with the C wrapper code, executing with KLEE, and generating
feedback information for students.
Most of this script is the same across different assignments. The only
part specific to individual assignments is the part that generates feedback
information for students. Depending on the assertion result generated by
KLEE, either a test case leading to an erroneous result is generated, or the
actual type of error is generated as feedback to students.
For errors in the number of perfect or misplaced matches, a test case
is generated. The reason to generate a test case instead of simply giving
students the type of error is that, by only knowing the type of error, it is
hard for students to produce a test case that leads to erroneous code. In other
words, bugs are hidden inside the student code and can only be exposed by
specific test cases. Thus, the feedback provides the test case to students to
avoid confusion and to help students better understand the problem. The
test case is extracted from the results produced by KLEE.
For the other three types of errors, students should be able to identify the
bug inside their code easily, as they are usually input-independent. Thus
only the type of error is generated as feedback to students.
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1 int gold_ret = gold_make_guess(stu_buf ,& guess[0],
2 &guess [1],& guess [2],& guess [3]);
3 int stu_ret = make_guess(stu_buf ,& stu_guess [0],& stu_guess [1],
4 &stu_guess [2],& stu_guess [3]);
5 if(( gold_ret == 0 && stu_ret != 0) || (gold_ret != 0
6 && stu_ret == 0)){
7 assert (0&&"make_guess return value wrong");
8 }
9 if(gold_ret == 1){
10 if(stu_n_perfect != gold_result_p){
11 assert (0&&"perfect number does not match");
12 }
13 if(stu_n_misplaced != gold_result_m){
14 assert (0&&"misplaced number does not match");
15 }
16 if(stu_guess [0] != guess [0]){
17 assert (0&&"Guess [0] not returned correctly");
18 }
19 if(stu_guess [1] != guess [1]){
20 assert (0&&"Guess [1] not returned correctly");
21 }
22 if(stu_guess [2] != guess [2]){
23 assert (0&&"Guess [2] not returned correctly");
24 }
25 if(stu_guess [3] != guess [3]){
26 assert (0&&"Guess [3] not returned correctly");
27 }
28 if(stu_turn_number != 1){
29 assert (0&&"turn number is wrong");
30 }
31 make_guess(stu_buf ,& stu_guess [0],& stu_guess [1],
32 &stu_guess [2],& stu_guess [3]);
33 if(stu_turn_number != 2){
34 assert (0&&"turn number does not increment!");
35 }
36 }
Figure 6.4: Functionality check for student functions.
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6.1.3 Normal Grading Procedure
Three test inputs are provided to students, each consisting of a sequence of
sets of inputs to the program and the desired output from the program. For
final grading, three similar test inputs are used, and some additional testing
for each individual student function is used as well. However, no detailed
information about these tests is released.
6.2 Game of Life
The Game of Life assignment requires students to implement a cellular au-
tomaton. The universe of the Game of Life is a two-dimensional orthogonal
grid of square cells, each of which is in one of two possible states, alive or
dead. Every cell interacts with its eight neighbors, which are the cells that
are horizontally, vertically, or diagonally adjacent. At each step in time, the
following transitions occur:
 Any live cell with fewer than two live neighbors dies, as if caused by
under-population.
 Any live cell with two or three live neighbors lives on to the next gen-
eration.
 Any live cell with more than three live neighbors dies, as if by over-
population.
 Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbors becomes a live cell, as
if by reproduction.
The initial pattern constitutes the seed of the system. The first generation
is created by applying the above rules simultaneously to every cell in the
seed. A cell can either die, become live or have no change, and the discrete
moment at which this happens is sometimes called a tick. In other words,
each generation is a pure function of the preceding one. The rules are applied
repeatedly to create further generations.
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6.2.1 Functions To Be Implemented
Students are required to implement three different functions:
int countLiveNeighbor(int* board, int boardRowSize,
int boardColSize, int row, int col)
The function takes a pointer to the game board as a 1-D array, the
height and width of the board and a row and column position within
the board. The function must return the number of live neighbors for
the given position within the board.
int updateBoard(int* board, int boardRowSize, int boardColSize)
The function updates the game board to the next step. A live cell
stays alive if it has 2 or 3 alive neighbors, otherwise the cell dies. A
dead cell turns alive if it has exactly 3 live neighbors. A live cell is
represented as 1, a dead cell is represented as 0. The game board
is not double buffered. Students can choose to allocate a duplicate
game board buffer, apply the updates to the original game board, and
then free the duplicate; or they can choose to encode the updates to
the original game board in one iteration, and update the board to the
correct values with a second iteration.
int aliveStable(int* board, int boardRowSize, int boardColSize)
This function checks whether the game board changes in the next step.
If the board does not change, the function returns 1. Otherwise, it
returns 0.
6.2.2 Analysis Script Design
C Wrapper
We allocate a symbolic game board of size 5×5, and each cell of the game
board has a symbolic value of either 0 or 1. We further declare two more
symbolic variables with values between 0 and 4 as indexes to the game board.
We show an example in Figure 6.5. All three student functions are executed
using these symbolic variables, and the results are compared with those pro-
duced by the gold program.
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1 int i,j,k;
2 int game_board_stu [25];
3 klee_make_symbolic(game_board_stu ,sizeof(int)*25,
4 "game_board_stu");










Figure 6.5: Marking symbolic variables for the Game of Life assignment.
6.2.3 Normal Grading Procedure
The assignment was developed after the use of our framework for the course,
thus there was no normal grading procedure against which to compare our
results.
6.3 Image Editor
In this assignment, students manipulate images represented as four 1D ar-
rays. Each array represents one channel of the image: Red, Green, Blue and
Alpha. Each array has the same number of elements as there are pixels in the
image. In student functions, these arrays are passed as pointers (for example
uint8 t *inRed,uint8 t *inBlue, uint8 t *inGreen, uint8 t *inAlpha).
6.3.1 Functions To Be Implemented
Students are required to implement five functions:
void calculateCosineFilter (double *cosFilter,int radius)
This function takes an empty filter and a radius value, then calculates
the values of the filter according to the radius.
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void invertImage (uint8 t *inRed, uint8 t *inGreen,
uint8 t *inBlue, uint8 t *inAlpha,
uint8 t *outRed, uint8 t *outGreen,
uint8 t *outBlue, uint8 t *outAlpha,
int width, int height)
This function inverts the colors of the input image and stores the result
in a separate output image.
void convolveImage (uint8 t *inRed, uint8 t *inBlue,
uint8 t *inGreen, uint8 t *inAlpha,
uint8 t *outRed, uint8 t *outBlue,
uint8 t *outGreen, uint8 t *outAlpha,
const double *filter, int radius,
int width, int height)
This function performs convolution on the RGB channels of the input
image. The result is written to a separate output image. The Alpha
channel should remain the same (inAlpha must be copied to outAlpha).
void convertToGray (uint8 t *inRed,uint8 t *inGreen,
uint8 t *inBlue, uint8 t *inAlpha,
uint8 t *outRed, uint8 t *outGreen,
uint8 t *outBlue,uint8 t *outAlpha,
const double *gMonoMult, int width, int height)
This function generates a grayscale version of the input image based
on an array of three weights (gMonoMult) and stores it in a separate
output image.
void colorThreshold (uint8 t *inRed,uint8 t *inGreen,
uint8 t *inBlue, uint8 t *inAlpha,
uint8 t *outRed,uint8 t *outGreen,
uint8 t *outBlue,uint8 t *outAlpha,
int width, int height, int redThreshold,
int blueThreshold,int greenThreshold)
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This function creates an output image which contains only the pixels of
the input image which exceed a color threshold in at least one channel.
All other pixels are set to black.
One important aspect of this assignment is that floating-point operations
are involved. In particular, the Cosine Filter in the calculateCosineFilter
function, the grayscale weights in the convertToGray function and the filter
in the convolveImage function are all arrays of type double.
6.3.2 Analysis Script Design
C Wrapper
As stated in Chapter 2, KLEE does not support symbolic representation
of floating-point values. All such values must thus be chosen as concrete
values for testing. Because there is a floating-point type of variable in this
assignment, any floating-point type variables have to be prevented from being
set to symbolic, or appear in the control flow. Thus all the floating-point type
variables are set as concrete values for this assignment.
Furthermore, when checking the functional correctness of the student func-
tion, instead of comparing two floating-point variables directly, the values are
first converted to integers, and the difference between the resulting integers
(which should be 0) is used to decide correctness.
The first step of analyzing Image Editor is the initialization (120 lines)
of the input images. In order to compare the student output and that of
the gold code, the initialization step allocates two identical images that have
the same set of symbolic RGB pixel values. The image processing functions
all manipulate the pixel value and store the result to output image channel
pointers which are parameters passed into the image processing function.
Therefore, output images are also allocated and used to catch the outputs
of both student and gold functions. By comparing the output image pixels,
the correctness of student code can be determined.
To reduce the computation time, small images are used: 8 pixels wide and
6 pixels high. The setsymbolic function shown in Figure 6.6 is then used to
initialize the allocated images. After initialization, the student and the gold
implementations are executed with their own symbolic input. The student
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1 void setsymbolic(uint8_t* inRed , uint8_t* inGreen ,
2 uint8_t* inBlue){
3 npix = IMAGE_HEIGHT*IMAGE_WIDTH;
4 int loc;
5 klee_make_symbolic(inRed , npix , "Red");
6 klee_make_symbolic(inGreen , npix , "Green");
7 klee_make_symbolic(inBlue , npix , "Blue");
Figure 6.6: Using setsymbolic to initialize a symbolic image.
result is then checked against the gold result. The image processing functions
are tested separately. Only one function is tested in each KLEE run.
The following two functions are used to compare the student and gold
program results.
bool checkImage(Image *stud, Image *sol)
checkImage() compares two Images by comparing the pixels at the
same position of both images as shown in Figure 6.7. If any of the
pixel pairs are not the same, the student code contains bugs.
bool imageError(Image *stud,Image *sol, int error rate)
imageError() function calculates the difference between student and
gold results, as shown in Figure 6.8. Because floating-point is not sup-
ported well for KLEE, one threshold integer err range is used. The con-
dition is thus: err range∗(
∑
(student val−gold val)2) < (
∑
(gold val)2).
If the condition holds, the student function is determined to be correct.
Note that there is a floating-point variable inside the condition, which
results in the concretization of symbolic values. However, the con-
cretization is allowed here because this step is the last in the analysis
procedure, thus no more paths need to be explored.
Feedback Generation
The script code handles the compilation of the main wrapper function and
the student functions, as well as multiple executions of KLEE. Feedback
is generated based on which functions fail to pass the tests. The failure
type information generated by KLEE is also used to generate feedback. In
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1 int checkImage(Image *stud ,Image *sol){
2 uint8_t *studRed=stud ->red_channel;
3 uint8_t *studGreen=stud ->green_channel;
4 uint8_t *studBlue=stud ->blue_channel;
5 uint8_t *studAlpha=stud ->alpha_channel;
6 uint8_t *solRed=sol ->red_channel;
7 uint8_t *solGreen=sol ->green_channel;
8 uint8_t *solBlue=sol ->blue_channel;
9 uint8_t *solAlpha=sol ->alpha_channel;
10 int loc ,row ,col;
11 for(row =0;row <IMAGE_HEIGHT;row++){
12 for(col =0;col <IMAGE_WIDTH;col++){
13 loc=row*IMAGE_WIDTH+col;
14 if(studRed[loc ]!= solRed[loc])
15 return -1;
16 if(studGreen[loc ]!= solGreen[loc])
17 return -1;
18 if(studBlue[loc ]!= solBlue[loc])
19 return -1;






Figure 6.7: checkImage() compares two Images by comparing the pixels at
the same position of both images.
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1 double imageError(Image *stud ,Image *sol){
2 double ret;
3 uint8_t *studRed=stud ->red_channel;
4 uint8_t *studGreen=stud ->green_channel;
5 uint8_t *studBlue=stud ->blue_channel;
6 uint8_t *solRed=sol ->red_channel;
7 uint8_t *solGreen=sol ->green_channel;
8 uint8_t *solBlue=sol ->blue_channel;
9 double power = 0;// solution image power
10 double error = 0;// error power
11 int loc ,row ,col;
12 double npix = IMAGE_HEIGHT*IMAGE_WIDTH;
13 for(row =0;row <IMAGE_HEIGHT;row++){
14 for(col =0;col <IMAGE_WIDTH;col++){
15 loc=row*IMAGE_WIDTH+col;
16 power=power + (1/ npix)*(pow(solRed[loc],2) +
17 pow(solGreen[loc],2) + pow(solBlue[loc],2));





23 if(power == 0){
24 ret = 0;
25 }
26 else{
27 ret = error/power;
28 }
29 return ret;
30 // return error to signal ratio
31 }
Figure 6.8: imageError calculates the difference between student and gold
results.
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particular, the out-of-bound pointer errors are used to determine that the
student code has a bug affecting array indexing, which is common for this
assignment.
6.3.3 Normal Grading Procedure
Only one input image is provided to students as test input. For the final
grading, multiple images may be used, but no detailed information is released.
6.4 Sudoku Game
The Sudoku assignment is to implement a C program that solves the Sudoku
puzzle using recursive backtracking. A standard Sudoku puzzle contains
81 cells, in a 9 by 9 grid, and has 9 zones. Each zone is the intersection of
3 rows and 3 columns (i.e., size 3×3). Each cell may contain a number from
1 to 9 and each number can only occur once in each 3×3 zone, row, and
column of the grid. At the beginning of the game, several cells begin with
numbers, and the goal is to fill in the remaining cells with numbers satisfying
the puzzle rule.
6.4.1 Functions To Be Implemented
There are five different functions students need to implement:
int is val in row(const int val, const int i, const int sudoku[9][9])
Checks if the number val can be added to row i.
int is val in col(const int val, const int j, const int sudoku[9][9])
Checks whether the number val can be added to col j. Returns 1 if
allowed by Sudoku rules, or 0 if not.
int is val in 3x3 zone(const int val, const int i, const int j, const int
sudoku[9][9])
Checks whether the number can be added to the 3x3 zone corresponding
to the cell (i, j). Returns 1 if allowed by Sudoku rules, or 0 if not.
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int is val valid(const int val, const int i, const int j, const int su-
doku[9][9])
Checks whether the number val can be filled in position (i,j). Returns
1 if allowed by Sudoku rules, or 0 if not.
int solve sudoku(int sudoku[9][9])
Solves a Sudoku puzzle recursively.
There is also a challenge question for this assignment. In addition to the
constraint that each number can only occur once in each row, column, and
3x3 zone, the challenge implementation imposes another rule: each number
can appear exactly once in each of the two diagonal lines of the matrix. Stu-
dents should directly modify their code in the function solve sudoku such
that the solution returned satisfies the diagonal constraint as well as the reg-
ular constraints. Note that a valid solution for the challenge implementation
implies a valid solution for the non-challenge implementation.
6.4.2 Analysis Script Design
C Wrapper
To explore as many execution paths as possible, a symbolic Sudoku game
board is needed. However, because this assignment is an assignment on
recursion, it is too expensive to set the whole game board as symbolic, which
causes KLEE to never finish execution within a reasonable time limit. For
the backtracking algorithm in this assignment, it requires a large number of
recursive calls.
There is no need to generate a whole new Sudoku game board for each test
case. Instead, a Sudoku game board with exactly one solution is used, and
nine additional symbolic numbers are set to be mutually unequal with each
other. These symbolic values can only take values between 1 and 9, which
generates a set of symbolic values that can represent the input domain of the
Sudoku game. By mapping symbolic values to the hard-coded Sudoku game
board one by one, 9! different Sudoku game boards that are guaranteed to
have unique solutions can be generated. However, 9! different Sudoku game
boards are still too many for KLEE to handle. With some experiments to
determine the relationship between bug detection and time requirements, the
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number of symbolic numbers is reduced to 5, such that 120 different game
boards are generated. An example is shown in Figure 6.9.
For the check valid function, only the return value is tested. Therefore, the
script compares the result of student and gold program with the same input
parameters. The functions are checked in order: is val in row, is val in col,
is val in 3x3 zone, and is val valid. An assertion is fired at the first func-
tion with a return value different from that of the gold code.
For the solve sudoku function, because the generated game board has only
one solution, it is enough to check if the student-solved game board is exactly
the same as the gold solution game board. The student result game board is
first re-mapped back to the original game board according to the symbolic
variables, and is then compared with the hard-coded gold solution.
6.4.3 Normal Grading Procedure
Three sample Sudoku game boards are supplied as tests to students. The
final grading uses a single game board that has multiple solutions to test the
student code. Student code is determined to pass the challenge question if
the resulting game board passes the restriction of the challenge question.
6.5 2048 Game
6.5.1 Problem Description
The game 2048 is played on a 4×4 grid, with numbered tiles that slide when
a player moves them using the four arrow keys. Tiles slide as far as possible
in the chosen direction until they are stopped by either another tile or the
edge of the grid. If two tiles of the same number collide while moving, they
merge into a tile with the total value of the two tiles that collided. The
resulting tile cannot merge with a second tile in the same move. After every
turn, a new tile randomly appears in an empty spot on the board with a
value of either 2 or 4.
For this assignment, students implement the game on a variably sized grid.
The game is controlled using the keys W, A, S, D, with n to restart the game
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23 int encode [9];
24 for(int i = 0; i < 9; i++){
25 if(i<5){//To limit the number of symbolic varables to 5
26 encode[i] = i;
27 }else{
28 klee_make_symbolic (& encode[i], 1*sizeof(int), 'a'+i);
29 klee_assume(encode[i] > 0);
30 klee_assume(encode[i] < 10);
31 }
32 }
33 for(int i = 0; i < 9; i++){
34 for(int j = i; j < 9; j++){
35 klee_assume(encode[i] != encode[j]);
36 }
37 }
38 for(int x = 0; x < 9; x++){
39 for(int y = 0; y < 9; y++){
40 int key = sudoku_orig[x][y];
41 sudoku_orig[x][y] = encode[key];
42 if(sudoku_puzzle[x][y] != 0){




Figure 6.9: Marking symbolic variables for the Sudoku Solver assignment.
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and Q to quit. The key W causes the tiles to slide up, A to the left, S down,
and D right. Each turn, the program waits for a keyboard input.
When the program receives a directional input (W, A, S, D), it slides the
tiles in the corresponding direction. If this motion causes no tiles to move to
combine, the turn is over, and the program waits for the next input. If the
input causes at least one tile to slide, a new random tile is added, the game
board is printed to the terminal, and the turn ends. The key N recreates
the game board with new dimensions, setting all cells to zero, and randomly
adding one tile. The key Q quits the program.
Each turn, the program asks for one key-press as an input. The code for
inputs N and Q are already implemented by instructors. A directional input
calls one of the move functions below. These functions modify the game
board and update the score. When two tiles merge, the score increases by
the new value. For example, if two 4 tiles merge into an 8, the score is
incremented by 8.
Students are required to implement the following nine functions:
game * make game(int rows, int cols)
Generates a new game board with dimension rows * cols.
void destroy game(game * cur game)
Frees allocated memory.
cell * get cell(game * cur game, int row, int col)
Returns the value in cell(row,col).
int move w(game * cur game)
Performs an upward move for the game board. Returns 1 if it is a valid
move, otherwise 0.
int move s(game * cur game)
Performs a downward move for the game board. Returns 1 if it is a
valid move, otherwise 0.
int move a(game * cur game)
Performs a leftward move for the game board. Returns 1 if it is a valid
move, otherwise 0.
int move d(game * cur game)
Performs a rightward move for the game board. Returns 1 if it is a
valid move, otherwise 0.
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int legal move check(game * cur game)
Checks whether the game is over. Returns 1 if there is a valid move,
otherwise 0.
void remake game(game** cur game ptr, int new rows, int
new cols)
Cleans up the current game and generates a new game board.
6.5.2 Analysis Script Design
The intention of this assignment is to teach students about memory alloca-
tion. However, because KLEE is not designed to detect memory leaks, and
there are already tools such as Valgrind to test memory allocation and de-
allocation, the target of the automated feedback framework is focused on the
logic of the four move functions.
C Wrapper
In the move operations, rows (or columns) are independent of each other.
Thus, instead of making a game board of arbitrary size, a symbolic board of
size 5 * 1 is used to test row operations, and a symbolic board of size 1 * 5 is
used to test column operations. The element in each cell of the game board
is a symbolic variable. The symbolic variable can take its value from the set
{-1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 16}, where -1 means an empty cell.
The choice of size 5 for the game board is a balance of execution time and
test completeness. After some experiments with the assignment, it is clear
that a game board of size 5 can cover most of the situations in a real game.
Increasing the size lengthens execution time substantially, but provides little
gain in functionality checking.
For each student function, two game boards consisting of the same symbolic
variables are created. One game board is a duplicate of the other. Cells
in each board with the same coordinates have the same symbolic variable,
and thus are mapped to the same value. Figure 6.10 shows an example
implementation. One game board is passed to the student function and the
other is passed to the gold program. The return value of the function, the
updated game board and the updated score are checked for correctness, and
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the checking process stops when a bug is found. Students can always fix the
error and resubmit for more feedback.
Feedback Generation
The feedback generated for this assignment is failure information about the
move functions.
 Return value does not match for a move
 Incorrect score update for a move
 Board not same after a move
More detailed information about the game board that leads to an error can be
generated. However, because randomized board generation code is provided
to the students, it is hard for students to utilize specific game board values.
Thus only failure information is provided.
6.5.3 Normal Grading Procedure
For functionality of the student function, the normal grading procedure tests
each student function with several fixed game boards, and compares the
results with a gold solution. However, there is no check for invalid moves for
the move functions. For memory allocation and de-allocation, the normal
grading procedure utilizes Valgrind to test.
6.6 Maze Solver
Students are required to write a program that solves a maze. An acyclic
map of the maze is given to them. The starting location is marked as S, and
the ending location is marked as E. If the maze is solvable, any point along
the solution path has to be marked as “.”. Other locations that have been
searched but are not on the solution path have to be marked as “∼”. The
starting and ending location symbols “S” and “E” cannot be overwritten.
An example of a correct solution is shown in Figure 6.11.
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1 int rows = 5, cols = 5;
2 cell* rowcells = malloc(rows* sizeof(cell));
3 cell* colcells = malloc(cols* sizeof(cell));
4 cell* rowcells_2 = malloc(rows* sizeof(cell));





10 game* rowgameboard = malloc(sizeof(game));
11 game* gold_rowgameboard = malloc(sizeof(game));
12 game* colgameboard = malloc(sizeof(game));
13 game* gold_colgameboard = malloc(sizeof(game));
14 for (int i = 0; i < rows; i++){
15 klee_assume(rowcells[i] == -1 | rowcells[i] == 2 |
16 rowcells[i] == 4 | rowcells[i] == 8 |
17 rowcells[i] == 16 | rowcells[i] == 32);
18 }
19 for (i = 0; i < cols; i++){
20 klee_assume(colcells[i] == -1 | colcells[i] == 2 |
21 colcells[i] == 4 | colcells[i] == 8 |
22 colcells[i] == 16 | colcells[i] == 32);
23 }
24 for (i = 0; i < rows; i++){
25 klee_assume(rowcells_2[i] == -1 | rowcells_2[i] == 2 |
26 rowcells_2[i] == 4 | rowcells_2[i] == 8 |
27 rowcells_2[i] == 16 | rowcells_2[i] == 32);
28 }
29 for (i = 0; i < cols; i++){
30 klee_assume(colcells_2[i] == -1 | colcells_2[i] == 2 |
31 colcells_2[i] == 4 | colcells_2[i] == 8 |
32 colcells_2[i] == 16 | colcells_2[i] == 32);
33 }
34 rowgameboard ->cells = rowcells;
35 rowgameboard ->rows = rows;
36 rowgameboard ->cols = 1;
37 rowgameboard ->score = 0;
38 gold_rowgameboard ->cells = rowcells;
39 gold_rowgameboard ->rows = rows;
40 gold_rowgameboard ->cols = 1;
41 gold_rowgameboard ->score = 0;
42 colgameboard ->cells = colcells;
43 colgameboard ->rows = 1;
44 colgameboard ->cols = cols;
45 colgameboard ->score = 0;
46 gold_colgameboard ->cells = colcells;
47 gold_colgameboard ->rows = 1;
48 gold_colgameboard ->cols = cols;
49 gold_colgameboard ->score = 0;
Figure 6.10: Marking symbolic variables for the 2048 Game assignment.
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1 Input File: Solution:
2 5 5
3 %%%%% %%%%%
4 S % S..~%
5 %% %% %%.%%
6 % E % ..E
7 %%%%% %%%%%
Figure 6.11: Example input maze file & solution.
6.6.1 Functions To Be Implemented
Students are required to implement four different functions.
void printMaze(char ** maze, int width, int height)
Prints the maze, where maze is a 2-D array of size width * height.
void findStart(char ** maze, int width, int height, int * x, int * y)
Finds “S” symbol, return its coordinate back in x and y
int solveMazeDFS(char ** maze, int width, int height, int xPos,
int yPos)
Solves the maze with starting location xPos and yPos. If unsolvable
return 0, otherwise 1.
int checkMaze(char ** maze, int width, int height, int x, int y)
Checks if the solution is valid. Return 1 if solution is correct, otherwise
0.
Initially, only tests for the solveMazeDFS function were implemented.
After receiving positive feedback from students using our system, feedback for
the findStart and checkMaze functions was added. The feedback generation
for different functions is based on two separate runs of the backend, one for
solveMazeDFS and one for both findStart and checkMaze. An example
maze input file is shown in Figure 6.11.
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6.6.2 Analysis Script Design
C Wrapper
A fixed acyclic map size of 6×6 is generated without Start and End symbols.
The locations of starting and ending points are marked as symbolic variables
for KLEE. The student function is tested by calling solveMazeDFS on the
generated map.
This problem is one of the more difficult in terms of producing effective
wrapper code for KLEE. Students have substantial freedom in terms of the
order in which recursive calls are issued. Because the maze is acyclic, at most
one (non-backtracking) solution path exists between the start and the end,
but additional explorations may or may not exist. The wrapper function
must correctly evaluate a student’s results.
The return value and returned map are checked for correctness by the
gCheckMaze function shown in Figure 6.12. We first check whether the
START symbol is still present. Then we follow the solution path and check
along the way to make sure there is no divergence. At the end, we check if
the solution path leads to the END symbol. An assertion is raised if either
is not correct. Then the findStart function is tested in the same way as
solveMazeDFS. The maze is then solved with a gold program and the
checkMaze function is tested with the solved map.
Feedback
For feedback generation, test cases leading to failure are provided as feedback
to students. We also provide more detailed information about at which line
of code the error occurs when possible.
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1 int gCheckMaze(char** maze ,int width ,int height ,int x,int y){
2 int pX=x;// previous y index
3 int pY=y;// previous x index
4 if(maze[y][x] != START)
5 return 0;
6 while(maze[y][x] != END){
7 if (y+1<height && (maze[y+1][x]== PATH ||
8 maze[y+1][x]== END) && y+1!=pY){
9 if ((y-1>=0 && maze[y-1][x]== PATH && y-1!=pY) ||
10 (x+1<width && maze[y][x+1]== PATH && x+1!=pX) ||
11 (x-1>=0 && maze[y][x-1]== PATH && x-1!=pX))
12 return 0;
13 pY = y;
14 pX = x;
15 y++;
16 }
17 else if (y-1>=0 && (maze[y-1][x]== PATH ||
18 maze[y-1][x]== END) && y-1!=pY){
19 if ((y+1<height && maze[y+1][x]== PATH && y+1!=pY) ||
20 (x+1<width && maze[y][x+1]== PATH && x+1!=pX) ||
21 (x-1>=0 && maze[y][x-1]== PATH && x-1!=pX))
22 return 0;
23 pY = y;
24 pX = x;
25 y--;
26 }
27 else if (x+1<width && (maze[y][x+1]== PATH ||
28 maze[y][x+1]== END) && x+1!=pX){
29 if ((y+1<height && maze[y+1][x]== PATH && y+1!=pY) ||
30 (y-1>=0 && maze[y-1][x]== PATH && y-1!=pY) ||
31 (x-1>=0 && maze[y][x-1]== PATH && x-1!=pX))
32 return 0;
33 pX = x;
34 pY = y;
35 x++;
36 }
37 else if (x-1>=0 && (maze[y][x -1]== PATH ||
38 maze[y][x-1]== END) && x-1!=pX){
39 if ((y+1<height && maze[y+1][x]== PATH && y+1!=pY) ||
40 (y-1>=0 && maze[y-1][x]== PATH && y-1!=pY) ||
41 (x+1<width && maze[y][x+1]== PATH && x+1!=pX))
42 return 0;
43 pX = x;













For Spring and Fall semesters of 2015, students were asked to volunteer to
allow us to generate real-time feedback based on their code. The process
was totally voluntary and did not affect the normal grading procedure at
all. Participating students did not need to do any extra work. As stated
in Chapter 3, we collected student submissions directly from the Subversion
server. For Spring 2015 semester, 82 out of 349 students volunteered; for Fall
2015, 91 out of 393 students volunteered to participate in the experiment; for
Spring 2016, 94 out of 439 students volunteered. After Spring 2016, feedback
was provided to all students.
7.2 Design of Assignments
The programming assignments were designed by the instructors of the course
without considering any aspect of our framework. Thus these assignments
are not designed specially for the automated feedback framework. The auto-
mated feedback framework works in parallel with the normal grading process,
which forms the basis that we compare the results to. Student grades are
not directly affected by the feedback and are solely decided by the normal
grading procedure. Even if additional bugs are identified inside student code,
this information is reported to the student only, but not to the instructors.
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7.3 Methods & Goals
7.3.1 Bug Identification
Functional correctness is the most important aspect of a program. Missed
bugs inside student code may leave students with misunderstood concepts.
Hence it is important that every bug inside student code is identified. The
automated feedback framework aims at identifying every bug inside student
code. Even though successfully finding all the bugs is not guaranteed, the
results show that the automated feedback framework does a better job than
the original grading procedure in the following aspects.
 Discovers more defects in student submissions.
 Categorizes more accurately the types of defects.
7.3.2 Cross-Execution Caching
To evaluate the effectiveness of constraint caching, we used historical data
collected from Spring 2017, Fall 2017 and Spring 2018 semesters. For each
semester, we applied symbolic execution to each submitted student program
sequentially in the order of their submissions. By doing so we simulated the
feedback generation process that we originally applied in production.
In order to get a consistent memory layout, the address space layout ran-
domization has been turned off.
We had a timeout of 600 seconds for each symbolic execution.
All experiments were done on a computer with 2.20 GHz Intel 6 core CPU
and 96 GB RAM.
We used data from two different types of programming assignments: Code
Breaker, a basic logic assignment (no loops nor recursion required) described
in Section 6.1 and Game of Life, a loops assignment (loops required, but no
recursion) described in Section 6.2.
We show the number of assignments analyzed for each semester in Ta-
ble 7.1. Student submissions that did not modify the distributed code were
not included, nor were submissions that failed to compile. For all experi-
ments, the cache consists of all previous queries made. For example, when
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Table 7.1: Number of Assignments Analyzed
Spring 2017 Fall 2017 Spring 2018
Code Breaker
(Simple Logic) 320 282 277
Game of Life
(Loops) 298 303 287
examining loop programs from Fall 2017 semester, all queries made by exam-
ining simple logic programs from Spring 2017, Fall 2017 and loops programs
from Spring 2017 are cached in the database. See Table 7.1 for details.
Research Questions
In order to study the effectiveness of caching, we experimented with both
the Green Framework [42] and our own cache using data collected over three
consecutive semesters. The ultimate goal is to study how we can utilize inter-
program caching to gain the most speedup for our symbolic execution jobs.
To answer that question, we conducted experiments to answer the following
questions:
RQ1:
What is the theoretical limit of speedup that we can achieve based on
detailed profiling of KLEE execution?
RQ2:
How do canonicalization and factorization affect cache hit rates and
execution time?
RQ3:
How much overhead does cross-execution cache add?
RQ4:
What is the practical limit of speedup that we can achieve?
RQ5:
How does the complexity of queries affect the benefits of caching in
terms of cache hit rate and execution time?
RQ6:




Students submit their programs to the automated feedback framework for
feedback. In this chapter, the quality of the generated feedback is discussed.
Because students are allowed to use the automated feedback framework mul-
tiple times before an assignment deadline, multiple versions of feedback may
exist for any student on any assignment. Only the last submission, which is
also the version that is actually graded, is considered in this chapter. Earlier
submissions may not reflect the real quality of student code, as students often
submit partial implementations for testing before completing other functions,
or simply to save their progress. There is also no grade information against
which to compare except for the last submission.
8.1 Code Breaker
For the Code Breaker assignment, every volunteer student submission from
the Fall 2015 semester with defects reported was inspected manually to assess
the quality of auto-generated feedback. Among 91 total submissions, three
pairs of duplicate codes were found. Only one copy of these three pairs is
considered in the discussion.
8.1.1 Failed to Generate Feedback
The framework failed to generate feedback for five out of the 88 valid sub-
missions. Following is a list of failure reasons:
Over time
To limit the processing time for each student submission, there is a
time limit of three minutes for the framework to generate feedback.
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Two student submissions went over time, thus no feedback was gener-
ated. Human inspection of these submissions showed that both were
functionally correct but used unnecessarily complex algorithms. When
the time limit was removed, the framework generated feedback for both
submissions in less than 3.5 minutes.
Printf
To access the functionality of the student submission, the grading script
catches the parameters passed to the printf function. However, one
student submission only printed under a certain condition (when the
guesses were correct). Failing to catch parameters passed to the printf
function resulted in evaluation failure. The student earned 0 points for
functionality with the normal grading procedure as well.
Another student split one printf call into multiple printf calls, which
caused the grading script to catch partial parameters, which led to
failure in evaluating the student submission. The submission passed the
normal grading procedure, but the use of multiple printf calls should be
discouraged. The synchronization wrappers on the C library guarantee
that each printf is routed automatically to an output stream, whereas
multiple printfs can be interleaved with other threads’ output to the
same stream. So the habit may hurt students in the future.
Set Seed
In order to set the solution peg values as symbolic variables, the rand
function has been modified to return symbolic values in a fixed or-
der. One student submission called the set seed function and the rand
function multiple times, causing the rand function to return erroneous
results that were not symbolic, which caused the evaluation failure.
The submission passed the normal grading procedure, but the actual
implementation was prohibited by the assignment but not tested in
grading.
In addition to these five students, one more student had an error in the
set seed function, which the automated grading framework assumed to be
correct and did not test. The error in the set seed function caused the
program to fail the normal grading procedure completely. However, the rest
of the implementation was correct according to the framework.
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8.1.2 Bugs Missed by Normal Grading
The normal grading procedure failed to identify several different types of
bugs. A single student submission often contains multiple bugs. For several
student submissions, the normal grading procedure caught some but not
all of the bugs inside the student submissions. Because of the difficulty
of distinguishing which bug the normal grading procedure caught, here in
this section only “completely correct student submissions” as determined
by the normal grading procedure, are considered as candidates for missed
bugs. Sixteen student submissions containing bugs passed all the tests in
the normal grading procedure. The bugs in these 16 student submissions
are listed below. Please note that there may be other bugs in these student
submissions, but only the most common bug in each student submission is
listed here.
Multiple Mismatch Peg
The bug appears with the resulting missed match value larger than it
should be. For the example shown in Table 8.1, the correct output
should be 0 perfect matches and 1 missed match. With the multiple
mismatch peg bug, the missed match is calculated as 2.
The cause of the bug is that when a student submission matches the
input guess to the solution peg, the solution peg is not marked as paired
with one of the input guesses. In the example, the 1 in solution peg is
not marked when paired with one of the 1s in the guesses, so the other
guess could be matched with the same solution peg, which results in 2
mismatches instead of 1.
The multiple mismatch peg is the most commonly missed bug. Ten
student submissions had this bug in their code, yet all submissions
passed the normal grading procedure. Six other student submissions
with this bug inside also had other bugs, but this bug was not exposed
by the normal grading procedure.
Similarly, because the solution pegs and guesses are symmetric, solution
pegs matched with guesses should get the same result. Some students
failed to mark guess pegs, a bug similar to the multiple mismatch peg
bug. The framework can catch both type of bugs. However, the normal
grading procedure is also capable of detecting this kind of error. Thus
there are no missed bugs in this category.
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Table 8.1: Example for Code Breaker
solution peg 1 2 3 4
guesses 5 1 1 6
Guess Not Set
The make guess function requires students to use the sscanf function
to read guesses from the input string to four different guess pointers.
However, two student submissions failed to write the read values back
to the guess pointers, and one additional student submission only wrote
the values when they all matched the solution pegs. All three student
submissions passed the normal grading procedure.
Out-of-Bound Pointer
One student submission used arrays but accessed locations outside of
the array size. The normal grading procedure failed to detect this error,
while the framework caught it.
Negative Values
One student implementation failed to check that inputs were in the
range 1 to 8 and accepted negative values. The normal grading proce-
dure failed to test for this bug.
Uninitialized Values
Two student submissions failed to initialize some variables used as flags,
thus causing the logic to be wrong. The normal grading procedure
failed to identify this bug, possibly because stack-allocated values often
happen to be 0 early in a program’s execution.
8.2 Image Editor
Because the image editor assignment is designed to help students understand
the concept of arrays, the input data does not affect the control flow. Thus
for most submissions, there was only one execution path, so only one test
was generated by KLEE. However, the limitation on execution path explo-
ration did not affect the effectiveness of the automated feedback framework.
In particular, KLEE as an interpreter checks all array accesses. Among stu-
dent submissions that were determined to be correct by the normal grading
procedure, checking of array accesses alone identified 30 errors. Seventeen
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student submissions had erroneous memory accesses in one function, mostly
in the calculateCosF ilter function. Two student submissions had errors in
four different functions, and one student submission had errors in all five
functions tested. The functionality of these student submissions were cor-
rect; however, students should know that there were hidden bugs in their
code and that their understanding of arrays was wrong. The normal grading
procedure only compared the final results, which led to the failure to detect
this kind of bug.
Beside memory access errors, one student submission was determined to
be correct in functionality with the automated feedback framework, while it
was determined to be wrong by the normal grading procedure. Upon human
inspection, it is determined that the student’s algorithm computed the result
in a different order than the reference gold implementation, which caused a
difference in the computation result because of the lack of associativity with
floating-point arithmetic. The difference accumulated with the size of the
input image. Because the automated grading framework used a small input
to test, the difference was not significant, while the normal grading procedure
used a large input image, which caused the error. Because students were not
being tested for knowledge of numeric stability, the student’s answer should
receive full credit for this introductory class.
8.3 Sudoku Game
8.3.1 Compile Failure
Five student submissions failed to compile, of which one failed to compile
with the normal grading procedure as well. The main reason for compilation
failure was compiler differences. The normal grading procedure used g++ as
the default compiler, while the auto-grading framework used llvm-gcc.
Upon human inspection of the failed student submissions, it was found
that one student used a type of cast syntax that llvm-gcc does not support;
one student used pass-by-reference in the function declaration, which is not
supported by llvm-gcc as a C compiler; and two students used the goto
command in their code which caused the compilation error.
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8.3.2 Time Limit
Because the Sudoku game assignment is a recursion assignment, the num-
ber of execution paths may become extremely large with erroneous student
submissions. Thus the execution time limit set for the assignment was five
minutes to avoid spending too much time on erroneous or complex student
submissions. Seventeen student submissions failed to finish within the five-
minute deadline. However, for four of the timed-out submissions, bugs were
identified within the student code. These bugs were identified from the exe-
cution paths that KLEE explored before time-out.
8.3.3 Bugs Missed by Normal Grading
The most missed bug for the Sudoku game assignment was the implemen-
tation of the challenge problem. In the specification, it is clearly stated
that the check for number uniqueness on diagonals should only be done out-
side the is val valid function. However, 37 student submissions had the
diagonal check included inside the is val valid function. Thus, when a di-
agonally invalid, but otherwise valid, Sudoku game board was passed to
the student’s is val valid function, the game board was determined to be in-
valid. The result was detected by the automated feedback framework and the
is val valid function was determined to be incorrect. However, the normal
grading procedure did not test if the diagonal check was implemented outside
the is val valid function. There was no individual test for the is val valid
function at all. Thus all these student submissions were determined to be
correct.
Another two missed bugs were related to the problem of default return
value of the compiler. The example skeleton codes are in Figure 8.1 and 8.2.
It is easy to tell that in the first student code example, the return statement
is misplaced, possibly by a typo. However, if the compiled code happens to
return 0, the behavior of the function is correct. It is assumed that the
normal grading procedure used a compiler that produced such code, as the
student submission passed the test.
For the second example, if the execution path enters neither of the two
if statements, the return value of the function is not defined. Clearly, the






























Figure 8.2: Example code for Sudoku Game 2.
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not detect this bug, and thus the student submission passed the test.
8.4 2048 game
8.4.1 Compile Failure
There were two compilation failures; both student submissions failed the
original grading procedure as well.
8.4.2 Out of Time
There were 28 student submissions that ran out of time for automated feed-
back. Of these, 18 were determined to have errors by the normal grading
procedure. With human inspection, all 10 correct student submissions had
complex algorithms for the move functions. Most of them traverse the game
board multiple times to determine whether a move is valid, which results in
multiple nested for loops that cause a time-out. After the submission dead-
line, the 18 submissions with errors were tested again with no time limit.
However all of these reached a memory cap, thus halting execution of KLEE.
8.4.3 Bugs Missed by Normal Grading
The most obvious missed bug was due to the lack of a test case for invalid
moves. When a move is invalid, the move functions should return 0. By
default, the move functions return 1 in the given code. Missing test cases on
invalid moves caused two students, with their move w function empty except
for the “return 1” statement, to pass the return value test for the normal
grading procedure. One more student submission, which was checked for
invalid moves but failed to return 0, passed the normal grading procedure.
Two more student submissions containing logic errors were found to pass
the normal grading procedure. The test cases from the normal grading pro-
cedure simply failed to discover the logic error.
In addition to standard feedback information about failure of the move
functions, 14 student submissions were determined to have out-of-bound
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pointer errors. These errors can lead to failure of functionality tests, but
they were not detected by the normal grading procedure.
8.5 Maze Solver
The automated feedback framework tested solveMazeDFS and findStart
successfully. However for checkMaze, even though most of the defects were
identified, some bugs were still missed. By inspection, the reason that these
bugs were missed is that the precondition was set to a valid solution. In other
words, KLEE only generates maps with valid solutions to test student func-
tions. However to identify all defects in the checkMaze function, a map with
both correct and incorrect solutions must be generated. Simply providing a
correct solution with different starting and ending points is not adequate for
finding all the bugs. In later semesters, we changed the precondition to allow
wrong solutions to be generated.
8.5.1 Defects
With the Maze Solver assignment, volunteering students can submit their
code for review and receive feedback within minutes. With 82 students vol-
unteering, a total of 241 submissions were analyzed to provide feedback, 141
of which contained test cases generated, which indicates that 141 of the sub-
missions have defects. Only 16 students have no generated test cases for all
of their submitted code. More than 80% of the students had defects in their
submissions. After we provided feedback, 50 out of 82 students passed our
grading tool, an increase of over 3×.
The grading result is then compared with the normal grading procedure.
For this assignment 325 out of the 349 students submitted their programs,
and were graded in the traditional way. Fixed sets of three test cases were
generated by the instructor. Then the grading script tried to compare the
results of the student- and instructor-provided functions.
For the final submission, 32 volunteering students failed the automated
feedback framework. After manual inspection, we found that 15 of them had
their defects detected by the normal grading procedure, while 17 passed the
normal grading procedure without their defects caught. Thus more than half
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of the student submissions with defects received full points from the normal
grading procedure.
After the Spring 2015 semester, a full test on all 325 student submissions
for the Maze Solver was done. Five out of 325 submissions were not able to
compile. Table 8.2 shows the number of student functions containing defects
that passed the normal grading procedure.






8.6 Feedback Effect on Outcome
To understand the impact of our tool on student performance, we compared
grading outcomes between the 82 volunteers and the remaining 243 students
in the class. The fraction here is calculated based on the normal grading
procedure. Each function is considered correct if it passes all three test cases
used for grading. The results are listed in Table 8.3.
For each function tested, students provided with feedback were more often
given full points for a function than were students who did not have feedback.
As a result of these data, we decided in later semesters to provide feedback
to all students.
The fraction of correct programs based on the automated assessment tool
is presented in Table 8.4. For each function, students who received feedback
still did better than those who did not. However, except for the checkMaze
Table 8.3: Correct Rate Volunteer Student vs. Rest of Students
Correction Rate Based on Traditional Grade





Table 8.4: Fractions of Fully Correct Solutions for Student Participants
Compared with Those of Non-Participants




function (which in this data set did not include maze with incorrect solu-
tions), the correction rate is lower compared to the normal grading process.
The reason is because with symbolic execution, the automated assessment
tool can identify more defects in student code.
8.7 Grading Script Production
In order for the automated feedback framework to work correctly, a grading
script is needed. The grading scripts were generated by a graduate student
and a senior undergraduate student assistant. Because instructors gave new
assignments or made changes to existing assignments, we received the re-
leased assignments at the same time as the students. Thus it is important
that the grading script can be generated in time. The time it takes to produce
a grading script depends on the assignment. However, no grading script took
more than two days to produce. A rough estimation of time taken to pro-
duce grading scripts is made based on the hourly payments recorded for the
undergraduate assistant. Table 8.5 shows the reported work hours from the
undergraduate assistant. The Code Breaker assignment was handed out in
week 5, the Image Editor assignment was handed out in week 7, the Sudoku
Game assignment was handed out in week 8 and the 2048 game assignment
was handed out in week 9. The biweekly hours shown indicate that the un-
dergraduate assistant worked around 10 hours each week, in which around 8
hours are estimated to be grading script production time.
8.8 Processing Time
The processing time calculated here is the time difference between student
commit time and the generated test case commit time from the subversion
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Table 8.5: Reported Work Hours
Hours
Week 4 & 5 19.3
Week 6 & 7 15.0
Week 8 & 9 21.2
Week 10 & 11 23.7
Figure 8.3: Processing time distribution for Code Breaker [unit: seconds].
server log. For the Fall 2015 semester assignments, the automated feedback
framework was executed on a server with a Xeon ES-2420 CPU and 96 GB
memory. For the Maze Solver assignment in the Spring 2015 semester, the
automated feedback framework was executed on a desktop, with an Intel
i5-3470 CPU and 8 GB memory. It is worth noticing that because we are
running the grading process on a single machine, only one grading is being
done at each time. When two commits happen within two minutes of each
other, as occurs commonly near assignment deadlines, the later one is queued
up.
Figures 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 show the CDF of processing time for each
assignment. Figures 8.8 and 8.9 show the average processing time and median
processing time for each assignment. Clearly the feedback generation times
for different assignments are different. The feedback generation time depends
not only on the difficulty of the assignment, but also on the submission
pattern of students. When multiple students submit their assignments at the
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Figure 8.4: Processing time distribution for Image Editor [unit: seconds].
Figure 8.5: Processing time distribution for Sudoku Game [unit: seconds].
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Figure 8.6: Processing time distribution for 2048 Game [unit: seconds].
Figure 8.7: Processing time distribution for Maze Solver [unit: seconds].
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Figure 8.8: Average feedback generation time.
Figure 8.9: Median feedback generation time.
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same time, the queuing delay adds up. In addition to the queuing delay, the
framework only checks for new submissions every minute, in order to reduce
the workload on the Subversion server. However, for all the assignments,




In the previous chapter, we showed evidence that our feedback helps students.
As a result, we started providing feedback to everyone in class in the Fall
2016 semester. However as shown in Section 8.8, the queuing delay adds
up when supporting more students with our system. In order to alleviate
this effect, we made modifications to KLEE. We present the results in this
chapter.
9.1 Loop Path Reduction
We implemented our Loop Path Reduction algorithm as a modification to
KLEE, then compared with unmodified KLEE on 235 programs. The pro-
grams were written by students in an introductory programming class as the
Game of Life assignment described in Section 6.2. We removed duplicate
programs from partners or plagiarism by direct diff of the generated LLVM
IR code. Programs that contained no loops were also removed.
Given a location on the game board, the assignment asks students to apply
different operations depending on the values of the surrounding locations.
The game board size is set to 5×5, with each cell containing either 0 or 1.
The location (x,y) of a cell is also created symbolically and passed to the
function. The programs examined contain different numbers of loops, from
1 to 19. Students are encouraged but not required to write nested loops.
The normal execution uses default KLEE settings. The time limit is set
to 300 seconds for both configurations.
For each configuration, we symbolically executed the target program three
times. The data of the fastest execution is used.
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Figure 9.1: Execution time StatePruning vs. KLEE.
9.1.1 Experiment Results
For all different configurations, the number of branches covered is the same.
The test cases generated are used to test the program. For all different con-
figurations, the decision is the same: either all tests passed or bug detected.
For the programs with bugs detected, we did not exhaustively compare the
sets of bugs discovered by the alternative approaches because of time limits.
However, we checked for about 10% of the cases, and all bugs discovered were
the same.
Runtime StatePruning vs. KLEE
We first compare the execution time of our implementation (denoted
StatePruning) with the original KLEE (denoted KLEE). The result is shown
in Figure 9.1. From the figure we can see that for a large cluster of programs
near the y axis, StatePruning finishes execution in less than 25 s, while KLEE
takes from 25 to 150 s. For a second cluster of programs along the y = x
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Figure 9.2: Number of states explored StatePruning vs. KLEE.
axis, StatePruning does not improve performance. A couple of points lay
near the y = 300 borders implied by the time limit (the time limit initiates
KLEE shutdown, so actual time is slightly more than 300 s). For three such
programs, StatePruning finishes within 50 s, while KLEE times out.
The cluster near the y axis contains 117 different programs. The maxi-
mum speedup is 52.3×. KLEE required a total of 8275.2 s to finish all 117
programs, while StatePruning required 699.8 s, speeding up total execution
time for the batch by 11.8×.
The execution time for all 235 programs is 17880.6 s for KLEE, and 9583.8
s with StatePruning. The minimum speedup (a slowdown) for any program
was 0.87×.
Number of states explored StatePruning vs KLEE
We also compared the number of states created by StatePruning and KLEE.
The result is shown in Figure 9.2. The size of the points represents the
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Table 9.1: Number of Loops for Programs with 416 States in KLEE and
Fewer Than 205 StatePruning States
# of Loops 1 2 3 6 8 9 10 14 15 18 19
# of Programs 2 54 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 2 1
Table 9.2: Number of Loops for Programs with 416 States in KLEE and
416 StatePruning States
# of Loops 1 2 8 18
# of Programs 3 27 2 2
1 for each row around cell x,y
2 if row within bound of game board
3 for each col around cell x,y
4 if col within bound of game board
5 if not self cell
6 if value == 1
7 count ++
(a) Common 2 For-Loop structure
1 for each row around cell x,y
2 for each col around cell x,y
3 if not self cell
4 if row within bound of game board
5 if col within bound of game board
6 if value == 1
7 count ++
(b) Alternative 2 For-Loop structure
Figure 9.3: For-Loop structures.
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1 for(i = row - 1;i <= row + 1; i++){
2 for(j = col - 1;j <= col + 1;j++){
3 if ( ( ( i != row ) || (j != col ) )
4 && ( i >= 0 ) && ( j >= 0 ) && ( i < boardRowSize )
5 && ( j < boardColSize ) ) {
6 if(board[(i*boardColSize)+j] == 1)




Figure 9.4: C code with uncoverable path.
number of programs at the point. From the figure we can see that a number
of KLEE executions saturate at 416, 736 and 832 states. The two programs
to the right of the y = x line at (833,603) and (568,468) both time out for
both configurations.
There are 72 programs with 416 KLEE execution states and fewer than
205 StatePruning execution states. The number of loops contained in these
72 programs is provided in Table 9.1. Most programs have two loops, with
the code structure similar to the one provided in Figure 9.3a.
Along the line y = x, there is a cluster of programs at the point (416,
416). The detailed distribution of loops is listed in Table 9.2. The code
structure is provided in Figure 9.3b, which is similar to the one provided in
Figure 9.3a, but with a key difference between the ordering of conditions.
The result is that one of the paths through the loop is uncoverable, causing
the StatePruning execution to exhaust every possible state, ending up with
the same number of states as the unmodified KLEE execution.
A piece of example code is shown in Figure 9.4. The assembly code cor-
responding to the uncoverable nodes is shown in Figure 9.5. The sum-
mary for each assembly block is attached to the end of the block. The
flow chart of the inner For-Loop is shown in Figure 9.6. As shown in Fig-
ure 9.3b, the if statement (line 3-5 in Figure 9.4) is divided into three blocks:
block 22, 25 and 34. Block 22 checks if i 6= row; block 25 checks j 6= col &&
i ≥ 0 && j ≥ 0; block 34 checks if i < boardRowSize. When control reaches
block 34 along the given path, variable i has to have the value i = row, be-
cause the evaluation of i 6= row at block 22 is false. The path with condition
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1 ; <label >:22
2 %23 = load i32* %4, align 4
3 %24 = icmp ne i32 %21, %23
4 br i1 %24, label %33, label %25
5 # if i!=row then label %33 else label %25
6
7 ; <label >:25
8 %26 = load i32* %j, align 4
9 %27 = load i32* %5, align 4
10 %28 = icmp ne i32 %26, %27
11 %29 = load i32* %i, align 4
12 %30 = icmp sge i32 %29, 0
13 %or.cond = and i1 %28, %30
14 %31 = load i32* %j, align 4
15 %32 = icmp sge i32 %31, 0
16 %or.cond4 = and i1 %or.cond , %32
17 br i1 %or.cond4 , label %34, label %56
18 # if (j!=col)&&(i>=0) &&(j>=0)
19 # then label %34 else label %56
20
21 ; <label >:34
22 %35 = load i32* %i, align 4
23 %36 = load i32* %2, align 4
24 %37 = icmp slt i32 %35, %36
25 br i1 %37, label %38, label %56
26 # if i<boardRowSize
27 # then label %38 else label %56
28
29 ; <label >:56
30 %57 = load i32* %j, align 4
31 %58 = add nsw i32 %57, 1
32 store i32 %58, i32* %j, align 4
33 br label %16
34 # j++
35
36 ; <label >:16
37 %17 = load i32* %j, align 4
38 %18 = load i32* %5, align 4
39 %19 = add nsw i32 %18, 1
40 %20 = icmp sle i32 %17, %19
41 %21 = load i32* %i, align 4
42 br i1 %20, label %22, label %59
43 # if j<col+1 then label %22 else label %59

























Figure 9.6: Uncoverable path
boardRowSize abbreviated as bRS
boardColumnSize abbreviated as bCS
board[i*bCS+j] abbgreviated as b loc
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i < boardRowSize is uncoverable because our input is designed as such that
boardRowSize > row ≥ 0. However the information boardRowSize > row
is unavailable to our implementation, and thus an exhaustive search is per-
formed to try to cover the uncoverable path.
One possible solution to the problem is to perceive the relationship i = row
at block 34 for the path shown in Figure 9.5. Loop summarization techniques
can be used for each path through the loop. Because for every path through
the loop, row is not updated, the uncoverable path shown in Figure 9.5 can
be proven to be uncoverable. We have not implemented the path pruning
technique and leave it for future work.
9.2 Cross-Execution Caching
9.2.1 Theoretical Speedup Limit
We first try to determine the ideal limit of speedup we can achieve by using
cross-execution caching assuming no modification to KLEE’s state explo-
ration algorithms. The ideal limit can be achieved when there is 100% hit
rate with no additional overhead to the query requests. Under these condi-
tions, we can eliminate the time spent on Z3 Solver. Thus to calculate the
ideal limit, we need to first measure how much time is spent on the Z3 Solver.
We measured the time spent on different components of KLEE for the Code
Breaker assignment and present the results in Figure 9.7. The cachetime,
indtime and solvetime represent the time spent on the corresponding step of
solve chain shown in Figure 4.1. The rest represents all other components
of KLEE combined. The result shows that on average KLEE spend 62% of
total execution time on solving the query using the Z3 Solver. Thus the ideal
limit of speedup is 1/(1− 62%) = 2.63×.
9.2.2 Cross-Execution Engine Overhead
To measure the execution overhead of our cross-execution cache, we disabled
the original KLEE cache. We then use our cross-execution cache as an intra
execution cache by clearing the cache entries between executions. We did
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Figure 9.7: Actual solving time (Z3 Solver) around 62% of total execution
time.
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Figure 9.8: Cross-execution cache creates about 26% overhead.
the experiment on the Code Breaker assignment and show the result in Fig-
ure 9.8. The X axis is the original KLEE execution time and the Y axis is
the execution time of our implementation. We calculate the overhead by
TotalT imeCrossExecutionCache− TotalT imeOriginalKLEE
TotalT imeOriginalKLEE
= 26%.
The overhead represents the translation and transmission cost of our cross-
execution cache.
9.2.3 Practical Speedup Limit
With the overhead of translation and transmission of the queries, we want
to measure under the ideal case, with 100% cache hit rate, what speedup we
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Figure 9.9: 100% hit rate speedup is about 1.5×, close to ideal speedup of
2.6×.
can achieve. The result is shown in Figure 9.9. From the result we can see
that the practical limit is about 1.5×.
9.2.4 Complexity of Queries
The complexity of query affects the hit rate. To show the influence of query
complexity on hit rate, we measured the solver time fraction for two differ-
ent assignments. Figure 9.10 shows the solver time fraction for the Code
Breaker assignment, and Figure 9.11 shows the solver time fraction for the
loop assignment. It is obvious that the loop assignment creates more com-
plex queries than the Code Breaker assignment. With higher cache hit rates,
more programs require zero solver time (the leftmost set of bars).
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Figure 9.10: Tweak on assignment affects solver time fraction over
semesters.
From the figures we can see that for all three semesters, the loop assignment
has a lower cache hit rate than the logic assignment. However with more
cached queries, the later semesters have a higher cache hit rate.
9.2.5 Tweak of Assignment
Some instructors choose to tweak assignments from semester to semester.
How do these tweaks affect the hit rate of the cross-execution cache? For
the Code Breaker assignment, the assignment was tweaked for the Fall 17
semester, and then changed back to the original form for Spring 18 semester.
From Figure 9.10 we can see that the cache hit rate was lower for the semester
the assignment got tweaked.
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10.1 Grading Code Design
When doing assessment of a student program, part of the input to the pro-
gram under test needs to be identified as symbolic values. However, which
variables are chosen to be symbolic needs special consideration. We need to
have KLEE generate the right amount of test cases. We would like to identify
as many bugs as possible while avoiding duplication of tests for a single bug.
10.1.1 Symbolic Variable Choice
KLEE works based on symbolic values, without which it is merely an in-
terpreter. Choosing which variables to be marked as symbolic is not easy.
These variables are passed to constraint solvers; thus, the number must be
limited to avoid the solver running out of memory or timing out, causing
the whole grading process to fail. Usually preventing constraint solvers from
failing can be done by limiting the number of variables chosen. Too many
variables can lead easily to state explosion. On the other hand, the variation
in the value of the chosen variables must also lead to covering different parts
of the student-written functions. The balance of these two requirements is
the key point of making KLEE a successful automatic feedback generation
tool. For different programming assignments, different strategies need to be
applied to the choice of symbolic variables.
10.1.2 Precondition
The precondition of inputs to a program can be complicated. For example,
the Maze Solver assignment requires an input map that is acyclic. Defining
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an acyclic map using predicate functions can be hard. One way of doing so
is to generate an acyclic map using depth first search, and substitute the
random generator with klee make symbolic call. In other words, let KLEE
control the generation of the acyclic map. However, using symbolic variables
in a recursive function causes the SMT solver to require huge memory space
and execution time.
When the precondition is complicated such that there is no easy way to
generate valid inputs for the program, it may not be necessary to generate
the whole set of inputs. The goal of using symbolic variables is to achieve
high code coverage. If variation in part of the input suffices for full coverage
of student code, we can mark that part of the input as symbolic. For the
example of an acyclic map, varying the starting and ending location suffices
if the map is constructed carefully.
Though choosing correct symbolic variables requires some insight into the
program, it is still easier than creating a complete test set, which requires
an instructor to prepare a test case for every possible student code failure.
While students are novice programmers, preparing test cases to cover all
possible failures is not an easy task. On the other hand, reasoning about the
input to the program and finding the key variables that can lead to enough
variations to the input require no knowledge about how the student code
may fail. Under the limitation of hardware resources, the more variation in
input we can create, the better. Only when the hardware resources cannot
cover all the possible execution paths do we need to decrease the symbolic
space by either reducing the number of symbolic variables or limiting the
value range of symbolic variables. The process of decreasing the symbolic
space requires knowledge about the assignment. For example in the 2048
Game assignment, even though student submissions are supposed to support
an arbitrarily sized game board, the limit of row and column size is set to
5 because computations for the larger game board are generally the same as
those with smaller game board; student submissions passing the test of size
5 are most likely to be correct submissions.
The results presented show that in practice, most of the assignment designs
led to results at least as good as those achieved with instructor designed
test sets. The only exception is the solution map generation for the Maze
Solver problem. The setup failed to generate an invalid solution map to
test the checkMaze function, and thus failed to prepare an adequate input
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space. However, the problem of preparing symbolic variables that can cover
adequate input space is similar to the problem of selecting an adequate set
of test cases with the normal grading procedure. In general the automated
feedback framework is more complete than the normal grading procedure.
10.2 Bugs Missed by Normal Grading
Grading usually relies on a set of test inputs. When the test inputs do not
cover defective code, the grade given can be wrong. For all eight assignments
tested, student submissions, with bugs that the normal grading tests did
not cover, have been identified. A list of the most important missed bugs
follows:
Code Breaker
Multiple Misplaced Matches not detected.
Image Editor
Out-of-Bound Array Accesses not detected.
Sudoku Game
Return Value not set error not detected.
2048 Game
General logic error not detected.
Maze Game
Starting location right next to Ending location error not detected.
The execution path for Image Editor assignment does not depend on the
input data, thus the normal grading procedure covered every bug. However,
for all the assignments, there were errors in student code that were covered
by the normal test cases, but not detected. In particular, the access of the
out-of-bound array pointer error was not detected. With the normal grading
procedure the array accesses are not checked and thus it is hard to discover
the access of the out-of-bound array pointer error.
Last but not least, the normal grading procedure failed to test some aspects
of the student submissions according to the specification.
Code Breaker
Write the scanned value back to the Guess variables.
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5 if(maze[yPos][xPos ]!='S' && maze[yPos][xPos ]!='E'){
6 maze[yPos][xPos]='.';
7 }
Figure 10.1: Code of Student A.
Sudoku Game
Diagonal test should be implemented outside the is val valid function.
Maze Solver
Maze map with no outside wall.
10.3 Fairness
Several of the students had the same type of bug in their code; however, some
of them got penalized and some did not. For the Image Editor, an example
has been shown in Section 8.1.1. For the Maze Solver assignment, two student
submissions A and B differ only at their orders of recursive calls. The student
submissions A and B are listed in Figures 10.1 and 10.2 respectively. They
both made the same mistake that when multiple recursive calls are made to
the starting point, because the starting point is not marked as checked, it
may appear multiple times in the solution path. Figure 10.3 is the test case
generated by KLEE indicating that they both fail. However, because their
orders of recursive calls to different directions are different, student A passed
the traditional grading tool while student B was penalized.
10.4 Limitations
There are several limitations of using symbolic execution for automated as-
sessment as well.
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1 if(currentChar == ' ' || currentChar == 'S') // Check if the
current space is a valid location
2 {
3 if(currentChar == ' ') // Check to make sure to not
overwrite the start , S
4 maze[yPos][xPos] = '.';
5 /* Recursively call this function at the adjacent spaces
6 If a recursive call returns one , then a solution was




Figure 10.2: Code of Student B.







The “.” under the “S” symbol shoule be “˜” because it is not on the solution path.
Figure 10.3: Erroneous result.
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10.4.1 Wrapper Code
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, to successfully assess a student function, some
setup work needs to be done. Because of the complexity of KLEE, the
wrapper is hidden from students. In order for students to test their program
when they are developing, a normal main function has to be provided to
the students. However, if the target student function is inside the same file
as the main function, to include the target student function in the wrapper
requires extracting student code from the main file. The easiest solution is
to provide separate skeleton files to students. One file contains the main
function that students do not need to touch, while all the student functions
are in a separate file. However, for introductory-level programming courses,
some students may be confused by the multiple-file configuration.
10.4.2 Floating-Point
Because symbolic execution tools do not support floating-point operations,
any assignment with floating-point operations is not suitable for automated
assessment with symbolic execution. However, the floating-point itself is not
a requirement for most of the assignments. Furthermore, because floating-
point operations inevitably lose information, they introduce difficulty in grad-
ing assignments even with normal grading procedures. When floating-point
operations are involved in an assignment, it is normal to give the result from
student function an error range. The reason is because the different order
of the floating-point operations may result in slightly different answers; for
example, the result of a × b × c is not necessarily the same as the result of
a × c × b. In some cases, even an error range is not enough. In one of the
assignments given to students from ECE220, because of a floor function used
on two different values between “4.99999999” and “5.00000000”, the student
answer is judged as wrong while it is actually the correct implementation. So
while we should avoid floating-point operations in student assignments when
possible, not being able to support floating-point operations is acceptable.
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10.4.3 Library Calls
Symbolic execution supports only limited library calls. For KLEE, it uses
uClibc which is only a partial implementation of the standard C library.
If library calls outside the uClibc library range are made, the automated
assessment may fail. However, because symbolic execution is based on an
interpreter, instructors can implement or even replace library calls. For ex-
ample when teaching about I/O functions, standard library calls such as
fscanf and fprintf can be replaced with an instructor version, which instead
of reading/writing from/to a file, reads/writes from/to a buffer. Functional
correctness checking can also be done to this internal buffer instead. Hints
can also be generated when these function calls are not in the correct format.
10.4.4 Loop Reduction
By using Loop Reduction techniques, our algorithm achieves a speedup of
11.8× for half of the programs tested, while adding minimum overhead for the
other half of programs. The reduced execution time helps us to verify more
programs within a limited time. Here at our university we have a system
to check student submissions and provide feedback to them. Students can
submit their programs any time and expect to get feedback within minutes.
Many of the assignments use arrays as input data: pictures, maps, game
boards, etc. The reduction of loop execution time is vital for our system to
better support the students.
We also believe that our current implementation has not achieved the full
potential of state pruning. There are several further potential improvements
that can be done. For example the detection of unreachable path through
the loop, and better reasoning about which state to select when trying to
cover a piece of target code.
10.5 Can All Bugs Be Identified?
Intuitively, one might imagine that the set of bugs produced for a given
assignment should be limited, and perhaps even that with a few hundred or
a thousand student submissions, we could identify and classify all possible
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bugs. Such a classification would enable us both to avoid most of the time
required to determine which bugs a student had produced (by using direct
execution rather than exploring the code symbolically) and to provide more
appropriate, human-tailored feedback for each bug.
Unfortunately, our experiments in this direction suggest that such a result
is more difficult to realize than we thought. Based on our hand classification
of bugs for the Code Breaker assignment, we attempted to automatically
identify clusters of student bugs by using hundreds of student programs to
develop test sets, then classifying student codes based on which subset of tests
they passed. Distinguishing a common set of bugs and identifying causes is
non-trivial, and individual tests do not in practice suffice to separate program
behaviors. Finally, if such an approach were used, we would lose our ability
to provide hints as to the location of bugs in student code.
10.5.1 Automated Bug Clustering Experiments
We collected 366 final submissions that compile successfully from Fall 2016
semester. We first collected tests generated for these submissions using our
framework. For each submission, we collected tests that expose at least one
bug from that submission. Then we removed duplicated tests collected across
multiple submissions. After removing duplicates, we were left with a total of
266 tests.
We then tested all 366 submissions using these 266 tests by comparing the
output produced from both the student and the gold program, and recording
pass/fail information for each submission. We noticed that a large number
of tests failed the same set of student submissions. Duplicate tests that fail
the same set of students provide no additional information on how student
programs fail differently, thus we further removed duplicate tests, leaving us
with only 40 tests left. We call these tests signature tests, and discuss the
use of them further in Section 10.6.
For each submission, we collected the pass/fail information for these 40
tests into a bit vector. Student submissions with the exact same vector form
a cluster. The size of a cluster shows the number of submissions that fail
the same set of tests. We show the results in Table 10.1. Please note that
students were allowed to work in groups of up to three. Students in the same
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Table 10.1: Number of Clusters of Different Sizes









60 (All tests failed) 1
163 (All tests passed) 1
group were allowed to submit identical code.
Table 10.1 shows that 60 students, about 16% of the total submissions,
failed all tests. Another 163 students, about 45% of the total submissions,
passed all tests. The other 143 submissions failed 73 different sets of tests.
The results show that even though the majority of students either passed or
failed all the tests, the partially failed answers failed in diverse ways. Given
how diversely student programs failed, we were not able to provide feedback
for each cluster of programs (because there were too many clusters).
10.5.2 Distinguishing Bugs and Causes Is Non-trivial
We believe that one of the primary reasons for our experiments’ failure to
produce definitive classifications of bugs lies in the fact that the reason for
any given bug and the interactions between multiple bugs can be difficult
to determine, and the possible combinations are quite large. For example,
failure to count mismatched pegs appropriately could be a conceptual error,
or could be a typo. A single vector cannot distinguish the two possibilities.
Counting cases helps, but the results can be obscured by the effects of other
bugs. In practice, we found that even human inspection could not definitively
determine all cases and combinations: the missing information is only in the
student’s mind, not in the code.
As a second reason for the lack of definitive bug categories, we note that
individual tests do not actually distinguish code behaviors. For example, we
observed cases in which an incorrect student code passed all tests generated
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by KLEE for both the student’s code and the gold code. The problem lies
in the fact that generating a test reduces the symbolic space of variables to
a single input vector. The vector may or may not lie in the region of inputs
that separates the two programs. To the best of our knowledge, the only way
to address this issue is to pose the problem directly to the tool (and thus to
the SMT solvers): is there an input that distinguishes the student code from
the gold code? That’s the approach that our tool now uses.
Finally, while we can save substantial time by executing a fixed set of test
vectors before using symbolic execution to analyze student code, such an
approach does not provide us any information about the dynamic execution
paths within that code, which is the source of our hint information. While
the failed test vectors are a useful source of information for students, we
found that hints were also beneficial. So long as our server is able to provide
feedback quickly, the balance favors using more computer time to provide
more information.
10.6 Grading Tests
For each assignment, a rubric is given to students. The rubric tells the
students what functionalities are tested for final grading and how many points
each functionality is worth. When grading student submissions, sets of tests
are used to test each functionality.
Before introduction of the framework, instructors designed the tests that
were used for grading. Most instructor-designed grading sets included fewer
than ten tests. The reason for the limited size of test sets is that with larger
test sets, it becomes increasingly difficult for instructors to come up with new
tests that cover different types of bugs. As discussed in Section 10.2, the small
set of instructor-designed tests often missed bugs in student programs.
After development of our framework, we started using tests generated by
our tool to do the final grading. However due to the large number of tests
generated, we cannot use every test for final grading. We use the cluster-
ing technique discussed in Section 10.5 to reduce the number of tests while
maintaining the ability to detect and differentiate all types of bugs.
We first collect all tests generated and remove duplicate tests. We then use
the resulting set of tests to execute every submission, as well as a gold version.
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We then compare the output produced from both the student submission and
the gold program, and record pass/fail information for each submission. We
then prune the tests by removing duplicate tests that fail the same set of
student submissions. We call the remaining tests signature tests and use
them to do the final grading. By using signature tests for final grading, we
make sure not only that there are no missing bugs, but also that different
bugs exposed are penalized separately; thus, student submissions are graded




The use of symbolic execution tools on automated feedback generation on
programming courses has been limited. With the implemented framework
that utilizes symbolic testing tools to identify defects in student code, and
that generates feedback to students, students get a better understanding of
the course material. The results show that symbolic execution tools can and
should be used to enhance Computer Science education.
With the framework, students can get timely feedback on their submis-
sion. Using one server, the average processing times for five assignments in
an introductory course serving hundreds of students are all under five min-
utes. There is also more bug coverage of student submissions than with the
traditional automated grading tool. Results show that more than half of
defective student code submissions passed the traditional automated grading
tool. Thus, further exploration into the application of symbolic execution
tools in Computer Science education should be conducted.
By applying symbolic execution to Computer Science education, we can
also use student programs to improve symbolic execution tools. Hundreds of
copies of student programs are generated each week in a single introductory
programming class. These programs contain natural bugs created by real hu-
man programmers. These programs can be used to test and improve symbolic
execution tools, such as through the Loop Reduction algorithm discussed in
Section 5.
In the future, it would be beneficial to tune these symbolic execution tools
toward a better fit for automated assessment. For example, including func-
tional correctness checking against a reference solution is a feasible option.
Also, because symbolic testing is based on an interpreter, some of the com-
mon library calls can be replaced with an instructor-provided version. The
implementation of IO extension is the first step in this direction. More im-
plementations for system calls such as malloc and free are desired in the
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future.
It is also important to improve symbolic execution tools on memory and
time usage, especially for loop and recursion intensive programs. With the
large number of student program submissions each week, it is crucial for
symbolic execution tools to report most, if not all, of the bugs inside student
programs with limited time and memory resources. We believe our approach
is just the first step in that direction.
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